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Abstract
Authenticity is a much-discussed subject within tourism studies. However, it is usually
approached from a Western viewpoint. The investigation of the meaning of authenticity for
tourists in the Asian world has been lacking closer attention. Studies that have investigated the
perception of authenticity for Asian tourists, have done so in an Asian environment and by
method of surveys. Existing research implied that for Chinese tourists, the perception of
subject-related authenticity is not as dominant as that of object-related authenticity. By
analysing blogs from Chinese visitors to Giethoorn, a village in The Netherlands, this present
study shows that alongside objective and constructive authenticity, existential authenticity is
actually a big part of Chinese visitors' tourist experience. The study identifies 5 main themes
relating to their perception of authenticity: 1). "The real Netherlands"; 2). An imaginative
world; 3). Peace and nature; 4). The host as a reflection of authenticity; and 5). Other tourists.
Within the Chinese tourists' quest for authenticity in Giethoorn, Occidentalist views can be
identified, which are very similar to Orientalist views that are often projected upon the Orient.
The Occidentalist views are characterized by the projection of stylized and generalized images
of the West on Giethoorn, the projection of desires and fantasies onto the location, and the
simplification and harmonization of the local community in an effort to increase the host's
authenticity. Therefore, it can be concluded that when it comes to concepts that before belonged
to Western tourists, like the quest for authenticity and Othering of the host, Chinese tourists
should not be excluded.
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Introduction
"In Giethoorn, everyone can find peace and beauty in the depths of their
heart."
In the northern part of The Netherlands lies a lovely, quiet village called Giethoorn. The
picturesque town is known for its typical Dutch canals and high bridges. The clean air and slow
pace of life remembers of older times, when life was still simple. Residents live, work and
spent time together. But since a few years, peace cannot be taken for granted in the village. To
many Asian tourists, Giethoorn is a must-visit when coming to The Netherlands. The number
of tourists largely surpasses the community: Giethoorn has about 2750 inhabitants, while it
welcomes hundreds of thousands of tourists each year (CBS 2019, NOS 2018). Most of these
tourists are Chinese. The village has almost turned into an open-air museum, with tourists
entering private property and taking pictures of people inside their houses. Some news reports
even call it "The Chinese Invasion" (RTL Nieuws 2018, Hart van Nederland 2017). Residents
have a love-hate relationship with the Chinese visitors. While most inhabitants understand the
tourists are beneficial to the local economy, the disturbance of their everyday life has caused
others to move away or build fences around their house. But why do so many Chinese want to
visit this village? I expect one of the main reasons is the feeling of authenticity that can be
experienced in Giethoorn. In this thesis I will answer the following research question: How do
Chinese tourists in Giethoorn perceive authenticity based on WeChat articles dating from
November 2015 to April 2019? I hope to show that Chinese tourists in Giethoorn search for
and appreciate a feeling of 'authenticity', just like Western tourists on their holidays. Escaping
busy everyday life, experiencing 'traditional Dutch living' and being part of the authentic world
of 'the other' are themes that I expect to be a central reason for Chinese travellers to visit
Giethoorn. By providing this answer, I hope to offer a more complex and nuanced perception
on authenticity for Chinese tourists in Western countries.
Scholars in tourism studies have argued that regaining a feeling of authenticity is the
main goal of tourism. MacCannell argued that the more modernity is restructuring our society,
the more we feel lost and nostalgia grows. The tourist is a nostalgic person: you seek 'the other'
to get a feeling of authenticity (MacCannell, 1976). In the book The Tourist, MacCannell’s
primal reflection of the concept states that the primary motivation for Western tourists to travel
lies in their quest for authenticity (Taylor, 2001). In the discourse on tourism, objective
authenticity and constructive authenticity have long been the most discussed authenticity types.

Wang Ning (1999) adds existential authenticity to the discourse as a new form of authenticity
in the tourism experience. Unlike both objective and constructive authenticities which involve
whether and how the observed objects are authentic, existential experience involves personal
or intersubjective feelings activated by the process of tourist activities. It entails a special state
of being in which one is true to oneself, that acts as a counterdose to the loss of "true self" in
public roles and public spheres in modern Western society (Wang Ning, 1999). Here, again,
the tourist wanting to escape modern Western society is placed central. The investigation of
the meaning of authenticity for tourists in the Asian world seems to be lacking closer attention.
Much of the literature on authenticity is Western-centric, while little work addresses the
concept from an Asian point of view. The literature relating to authenticity from Asian tourists’
point of view is underdeveloped and more research is needed on the perception of authenticity
from the Asian tourists' point of view (Nguyen and Cheung, 2016; Xiang, 2015). While some
previous research has already researched authenticity for Chinese heritage tourists in Asia, this
research will add to the academic discourse by touching upon authenticity for Chinese heritage
tourists in Europe. Through a case study of Giethoorn, this thesis describes the experience of
authenticity by Chinese tourists in a Western environment.
There is already some existing research on Chinese tourism to the Netherlands. The
NBTC, Netherlands Bureau for Tourism and Congresses, is one of the main researchers. In
2017, the Netherlands was visited by 364,000 Chinese residents (NBTC 2018). Chinese visit
the Netherlands mostly during spring (April-June) and summer (July-September). January to
March are the least popular months to visit the Netherlands (NBTC 2018). 55 percent of the
Chinese visitors to the Netherlands are on a business trip. According to Pieke, Van Pinxteren
and Hong (2017), the challenge for the Netherlands is to make the Netherlands a destination
that is also more attractive for longer and leisurely trips, because tourism is in the first place a
good way to extend and strengthen the bonds between the Netherlands and China. Also,
Chinese tourists are a good stimulant to the Dutch economy; Chinese guests spent € 1,256 per
person per stay, which is far above the average of € 719 for all incoming tourists (NBTC 2018).
When it comes to overnight stays, far out the majority of Chinese visitors stay in Amsterdam.
In 2017, there were 157,000 overnight stays by Chinese tourists in Amsterdam. Rotterdam
comes second, with 19,000 overnight stays in 2017 (NBTC 2018).
In absolute figures, Amsterdam is the largest tourist destination in the Netherlands, but
in a relative sense, considering its small population, Giethoorn is one of the larger tourist
destinations of the Netherlands. Despite Amsterdam being a big city, and Giethoorn being a

‘rural idyll’, they have in common the dominance of water (canals) in the public space, and as
their mode of transportation. Both have used nicknames relating to the appeal of Venice in
tourist marketing: Amsterdam used ‘The Venice of the North’ and Giethoorn used ‘Holland’s
Venice’. Giethoorn is a village of 2750 inhabitants (CBS 2019) in the municipality of
Steenwijkerland in the province of Overijssel. It is a “water streekdorp”, which means that the
village emerged as a result of peat production and that originally, water was the primary mode
of transportation (Kroes–Jans 1986, 201). Giethoorn is not built around a village road, like
most villages in the Netherlands, but along a village canal (dorpsgracht). It is located in a
region where peat production, reed production and agriculture have been developed in a
specific order (Haans 1953, 93). When it comes to this specific type of community
development, Giethoorn is an iconic area.
Giethoorn also provided the backdrop to the 1958 Dutch movie Fanfare (by Bert
Haanstra), which was about two competing brass bands in a village. Nowadays, there are still
references to this movie to be found in the village. The area has been granted official heritage
protection (beschermd dorpsgezicht) in the 1980s (Kroes–Jans 1986) and 43 buildings are
listed in the national heritage register (Rijksmonumentenregister). Together with the idyllic
scenery and water canals, the tangible and intangible history of Giethoorn makes the village
into a tourist attraction. The main tourist activities are renting a boat yourself or going on a
guided tour through Giethoorn on a tour boat. Originally, tourism in Giethoorn had a
predominantly regional focus, meaning that it had a clear touristic peak in the summer season.
Recently, tourism to Giethoorn has shifted from predominantly daytrips and short visits of
regional visitors, to more global tourists, including many visitors from China. Now, Giethoorn
attracts tourists all year long. However, when it comes to Chinese visitors, most of them visit
in the period that the Keukenhof is opened (end March until May). In Giethoorn, some tourist
services have been changed to cater to the Chinese tourist. For example, some boat rental
companies have signs in Chinese; there is a Chinese restaurant, serving "real" Chinese food;
and some accommodations have made changes to their services, for example by serving a hot
breakfast instead of the usual cold Dutch breakfast. However, Giethoorn is not just a tourist
attraction: it is also inhabited by Dutch residents, of which the majority is not involved in
tourism for a living. This mix of tourism and daily lives of residents sometimes causes friction
between the two parties, resulting in signs that state phrases like "Private property, stay out!"
in Chinese, made by privacy-seeking residents.

When it comes to the case of Giethoorn specifically, a paper by Korthals Altes,
Kleinhans and Meijers (2018) focuses on governance responses regarding heritage-based
tourism and gentrification, with Giethoorn as a case study. This paper shows that visitors of
heritage sites provide economic opportunities for local communities. These economic
opportunities may include jobs, tourist spending and other ways to make a living. However,
local and relational communities of heritage may have different interests, which may result in
conflicts. The Giethoorn case shows that in a more rural area conflicts may be sharpened by
additional, more globalised tourism. The tension between local entrepreneurs and residents
comes more to the surface as tourism is one of the main sources of income, as traditional
employment is diminishing in importance.
Chinese outbound tourism is growing rapidly. In recent decades, China has attached
increasing importance to the beneficial role of leisure and tourism in the lives of its citizens.
The greater availability of leisure time and improved personal financial status in China have
contributed to the country’s exponential tourism growth (Chen, Fu and Lehto 2016, 50). The
number of Chinese outbound trips has reached 129 million in 2017, up 5.7% from 122 million
in 2016. These numbers mean China has become the largest source of outbound tourists in the
world (China Travel News, 2017). Many countries have experienced growing numbers of
Chinese visitors, resulting in major challenges for tourism planning. Destinations all over the
world need to adapt to the growing numbers of Chinese visitors. In the case of The Netherlands,
the Dutch marketing bureau wants to combat over tourism in certain areas and spread tourism
over the country by guiding visitors' attention to certain tourist sights on the basis of their
interests (NBTC). Therefore, this study on Chinese tourists’ perception of authenticity is not
only contributing to the academic field, but is also beneficial to tourism planning where it can
assist in the future development of Chinese tourism in Western countries with The Netherlands
in particular. Knowing the interests of Chinese tourists and understanding the motivations of
this particular target group is key to tourism planning. This study will make a significant
practical contribution to urban heritage tourism development. The research can be helpful to
tourism marketing agencies, to improve their marketing strategy. It can also be useful to
individual sites to adapt their own marketing strategies to attract more Chinese tourists or even
to combat Chinese over tourism.
This study attempts to research in what ways Chinese tourists' in Giethoorn experience
authenticity and to analyse the results in light of the three most common views on authenticity
in tourism studies: objectivism, constructivism and existentialism. Information is collected

through a content analysis of articles on WeChat by Chinese bloggers that have visited
Giethoorn, dating from November 2015 to April 2019. Chapter 1 elaborates on the most
influential ideas on authenticity and Occidentalism in the tourism discourse in 1.1: Theoretical
Framework, followed by an elaborate explanation of the methodology in 1.2: Methodology.
This is followed by a thematically organized listing of the research results in Chapter 2:
Dominant themes regarding authenticity in the Chinese discourse on Giethoorn. In total, this
chapter addresses five dominant themes that are present in the articles used as primary source:
“The real Netherlands”, “An imaginative world”, “Peace and nature”, “The host as a reflection
of authenticity” and “Other tourists”. Chapter 3: Occidentalism and Othering elaborates further
on the role of Occidentalism and othering within the gathered results, followed by the
Conclusion. After an overview of the results, theoretical and managerial implications of the
findings are discussed, followed by recommendations for future research.

Chapter 1: Theoretical Framework and methodology
1.1 Theoretical framework
Over the past three decades, the issue of authenticity, having been identified as a central
orienting principle in the tourism studies, has set the agenda for lively and diverse debate and
analyses. The discourse of authenticity can be seen as an ongoing process resulting in multiple
layers of hybridity (Xie 2011, 36). Defining authenticity in the context of tourism has proved
to be problematic. Authenticity is commonly defined as a Western cultural notion which is
associated with a tourists’ search for an “authentic other” (Nguyen and Cheung 2016, 1155).
However, it is a complex and contested concept. As Taylor stated, "there are at least as many
definitions of authenticity as there are those who write about it" (Taylor 2001, 8). In this
theoretical framework, the most influential and useful ideas on authenticity in the tourism
discourse are discussed. Among the many types of authenticity cited in tourism studies, (1)
objective, (2) constructive and (3) existential authenticity are widely used (Nguyen and Cheung
2016, 1156).
1.1.1 Authenticity as based on an original
One of the first scholars to write on authenticity in a tourism setting was Dean MacCannell in
his book The Tourist (1976). According to MacCannell's ideas about authenticity, tourists are
on a quest for authenticity when engaging in tourism. In modern society, people are losing their
attachments to "their own", things like the neighbourhood, the town, the family, and are at the
same time developing an interest in the "real life" of others. MacCannell uses the division of
'front' and 'back' made by Goffman (1959). The back region is the place "where members of
the home team retire between performances to relax and prepare". It represents and presents
authentic, intimate experiences. The front region, however, is where the tourist performance
happens, the meeting place of hosts and guests or customers and service persons. The front
region represents and presents inauthentic, contrived experiences. The hosts put on a
performance for the tourists, who only very sporadically get to take a peek into the "authentic"
life or the back region of the hosts (MacCannell 1976, 96). With his book, MacCannell for the
first time introduced the concept of staged authenticity in tourism. This concept assumes that
touristic cultural performance is less authentic than practices not performed for visitors for
commercial purposes.

The pursuit of authenticity as introduced by MacCannell is often seen as a way to reify
the past in terms of a nostalgic yearning for the "Other" and to deny the present in order to
establish a distinctive "Self" (Xie 2011, 38). In order to be measurable, authenticity
presupposes a quality of the object that can be assessed and examined by different groups. In
tourism, authenticity can be seen as objectivism, which imposes both distance and "truth''.
There exists a fundamental interaction in authenticity between object and subject, there and
here, past and present (Taylor 2001, 8). Within cultural tourism, and wherever else the
production of authenticity is dependent on some act of (re)production, the model of the original
is conventionally based on the past. Authenticity in the present must be based on a conception
of origins. (Taylor 2001, 9).
1.1.2 Object-related authenticity
According to the academic Ning Wang, the issue of authenticity in tourism can be differentiated
into two separate issues: that of tourist experiences (or authentic experiences) and that of toured
objects. However, while these are two separate aspects of authenticity, Wang noticed that they
were often confused as one (Wang 1999, 351). Up until 1999, two forms of authenticity were
most evident in the discourse on tourism authenticity: objective authenticity and constructive
authenticity (Nguyen and Cheung 2016, 1156). They are both "object-related", meaning they
are based on the authenticity of objects. An understanding of objective and constructive
authenticity is crucial to the explanation of existential authenticity and performative
authenticity which will be explained later in this chapter.
Objective authenticity was first presented by MacCannell, as discussed above. It is
based on the authenticity of "originals", that are also the toured objects to be perceived by
tourists. In this concept the authentic experience is caused by the recognition of the toured
objects as authentic. As such, there is an absolute and objective criterion used to measure
authenticity. This could mean that even though the tourists themselves feel like they have had
an authentic experience this can, however, still be judged as inauthentic, if the toured objects
are "in fact" false, contrived, or what MacCannell (1973) calls 'staged authenticity' (Wang
1999, 351).
Constructive authenticity refers to the authenticity projected onto toured objects by
tourists or tourism producers. It is the result of social construction: it can be the projection of
one's dreams, stereotyped images, and expectations onto toured objects. In this sense, it can
also be seen as symbolic authenticity (Wang 1999, 352). Thus, in contrast to objective

authenticity, there is no objectively measurable quality of what is being visited. Constructive
authenticity is pluralistic: there are multiple versions of authenticities regarding the same object
(Wang 1999, 354). Edward Bruner offers a constructivist point of view when it comes to
authenticity in tourism. In his book Cultures on Tour: Ethnographies of Travel (2005), Bruner
presents his ethnographic research as "an effort to move beyond such limiting binaries as
authentic-inauthentic, true-false, real-show, back-front" (Bruner 2005, 5). According to
Bruner's "constructivist perspective", there is no absolute and static original or origin on which
the absolute authenticity of originals relies (Wang 1999, 355). Performances for tourists have
local histories, change over time, and are constructed specifically to be marketed and sold to
an audience. Tourist performances represent new culture, in that they have been modified to fit
the touristic master narrative. Therefore, authenticity in the present does not have to be based
on a conception of origins, as Taylor (2001) stated. There is no simulacrum because there is no
original (Bruner 2005, 5). Contrary to the inherent assumption in the concept of 'staged
authenticity' that touristic cultural performance is less authentic than practices not performed
for visitors for commercial purpose, Bruner argues that tourist productions are authentic in
themselves and worthy of anthropological enquiry. Seeing it as a social practice to be studied
in its own right is taking tourism seriously (Bruner 2005, 7).
1.1.3 Existential authenticity
In his article "Rethinking Authenticity in Tourism Experience", Wang argued that "objectrelated" authenticity is actually limited. He proposed a new form of authenticity that focuses
on the authenticity of the experience, not so much on the authenticity of the toured objects.
Unlike both objective and constructive authenticities which involve whether and how the
toured objects are authentic, existential experience involves a potential existential state of
Being activated by tourist activities (Wang 1999, 351). Existential authenticity can explain a
greater variety of tourist experiences. Certain toured objects, such as nature, are not applicable
to authenticity in MacCannell's sense. However, nature tourism is surely one of the major ways
of experiencing a "real" self. In some cases, tourists do not experience authenticity because
they recognize the toured objects as authentic, but because they are engaging in non-ordinary
activities, free from the constraints of daily life. This authenticity is not derived from an object,
but activity-related (Wang 1999, 351). In addition to conventional objective and constructive
authenticity, an existential version (both Inter-Personal and Intra-Personal) is an alternative
source for authentic experiences in tourism. The concept entails a special state of being in

which one is true to oneself, that acts as a counter dose to the loss of "true self" in public roles
and public spheres in modern Western society (Wang 1999, 358).
1.1.4 Authentication or performative authenticity
Joseph Pine and James Gilmore (2007) look at authenticity in light of consumerism. They argue
that all consumers are after the authentic. For Pine and Gilmore, the so-called quest for
authenticity is a reaction to a strong technologically mediatised, commercialised and socially
constructed reality, a concept that haunts consumers. One could think of this quest as a "longing
for the immediate, non-commercialised, brute natural world, characterised by the real
authentic" (Knudsen and Waade 2010, 1). Knudsen and Waade suggest that this longing for
something 'other' amidst a mediatised, commercialised and socially constructed reality is
neither a longing for a 'thing' you can possess nor a 'state of mind', but something which people
can do and a feeling which is experienced. They introduce the term performative authenticity,
which is meant to bridge the two positions on authenticity in tourism studies as discussed
before: object-related authenticity and subject-related modes of authenticity or existential
authenticity. This form of authenticity focuses on the in-between: the power to create presence
and intensity is not entirely related to subjects or objects but also has to do with what happens
in between those two instances. The term performative authenticity is not so much about the
performance and the plays as such, but rather about the performative as a theoretical concept
in which presentational realism and reflexivity is related to one another (Knudsen and Waade
2010, 13).
Like Knudsen and Waade, Xie (2011) focuses on the process of authentication as well.
He proposes to draw the focus away from the measuring of authenticity. Existing research has
acknowledged authenticity as having a substantial role in tourism research and in critical
cultural practice. Nonetheless, there is no consensus among researchers on how to measure the
concept of authenticity. Therefore, Xie proposes to focus on the process of authentication, in
which various stakeholders play an important part, instead of on the measuring of authenticity
(Xie 2011, 41). Identification of the key players and the criteria that they employ for making
their assessments of authenticity can give insight in the assessment of what is authentic and the
exercise of power, thus an understanding of the process of authentication often has considerable
significance (Xie 2011, 55).

1.1.5 Research on authenticity in tourism: The West versus the East
Tourists’ perceptions of authenticity have received plenty of attention in the last decade. The
main reason is for this is that the comprehension of tourists’ perception of authenticity is useful
to the facilitation of tourism planning and marketing (Kolar and Zabkar, 2010; Xie and Wall,
2002). However, the investigation of the meaning of authenticity in the Asian world seems to
be lacking closer attention. Much of the literature on authenticity is Western-centric, while
little work addresses the concept from an Asian point of view. Authenticity is commonly
defined as a Western cultural notion which is associated with a tourists’ search for an “authentic
other” (Nguyen and Cheung 2016, 1155). In the book The Tourist, MacCannell’s primal
reflection of the concept states that the primary motivation for Western tourists to travel lies in
their quest for authenticity (Taylor, 2001). Even the Chinese scholar Ning Wang, who
introduced the concept of existential authenticity, writes on the quest for authenticity resulting
from a loss of "true self" in public roles and public spheres in modern Western society (Wang
1999, 358). The literature relating to authenticity from Asian tourists’ point of view can even
be labelled as underdeveloped (Nguyen and Cheung 2016, 1155). What constitutes the
"authentic other" and how the Chinese experience the other should be investigated to contribute
to the development of non-Western paradigms for tourism research (Xiang 2015, 50). More
research is needed on the perception of authenticity from the Asian tourists' point of view.
There is some research on Chinese tourists' perception of authenticity already, but this
previous research (Xie and Wall, 2002; Xie, Wu, and Hsieh, 2012; Yang and Wall, 2009; Zhou
et al., 2013; Nguyen and Cheung, 2016) has all been conducted within an Asian environment.
Similar research has not yet been conducted for Chinese tourists in a Western environment. In
their research from 2016, Nguyen and Cheung explore mainland Chinese tourists’
interpretation of authenticity at heritage sites in Hong Kong and the relationship with heritage
motivation and tourist satisfaction. Their study presents a multi-dimensional construct of
perceived authenticity derived from the three most common ideologies related to authenticity,
including objectivism, constructivism and existentialism. In order to define the concept of
authenticity for Chinese heritage tourists, they designed an open-ended question for
respondents to explain the term authenticity in their own words. The theme most found to be
associated with authenticity is original, followed by reflection of the past/history and
preservation. Representation of local culture, integration between the past and the present and
serving original purpose are other themes that were mentioned several times by the tourists
(Nguyen and Cheung 2016, 1162). The analysis of the open-ended question on the

understanding of authenticity suggests that Chinese Mainland tourists’ perception of the
concept generally denotes to an objectivist and constructivist ideology of authenticity, while
existentialism seems to be less important when visiting heritage sites in Hong Kong.
However, I expect that when one measures the tourists' perception of authenticity not
by asking for their definition directly, but by analysing a discourse to extract their perception
of authenticity, this might show that they do experience existential authenticity, without
defining it as authenticity themselves simply because their knowledge of the term does not
reach this far. In other words, I expect that at least some Chinese tourists do experience the
concept of existential authenticity, but do not define it as such. Secondly, the heritage tourism
context in Hong Kong centres particularly on tangible heritage, therefore the related evaluation
of authenticity is believed to be mostly object-based rather than being activity or subject-based.
In the context of Giethoorn, where the scenery is an important part of the attraction to visitors,
I expect Chinese tourists to not only experience objective and constructive authenticity, but
existential authenticity as well.
Finally, research by Llamas and Belk (2011) on Shangri-La in Tibet argued that while
Westerners make their own way to Shangri-La longing to experience authenticity, modernity
drives Han Chinese tourists’ desire for traveling. Because tourism is a recent phenomenon in
China it is a symbol of modernity. The experience of the modern lies at the core of the
mainstream Chinese tourism—in accommodation, infrastructure, and entertainment—as
‘‘reflected in the popularity of theme parks but also in the bounded and performative nature of
sites that are based on nature or tradition, or the preference for glass-and-marble hotels’’ (Nyı´ri
2008, 156). Escapism is a motivation not only reserved for Westerners, it is also a key driver
for domestic, Han Chinese, tourists. They are likely to be seeking escape from their urban
homes and indulging temporary luxury and conspicuous consumption (Su and Teo 2009). This
they find in the upscale new hotels and restaurants that are rapidly increasing in Shangri-La. In
summary, Llamas and Belk argue that the quest for modernity via the touristified experiences
of Chinese tourists replaces the quest for authenticity of their Western counterparts. This
research investigates the perception of authenticity for Chinese tourists and will shed more
light on this theory.
1.1.6 Occidentalism
When researching a cross-cultural phenomenon like Chinese tourism in the West, it is vital to
understand the cultural implications and power relations that are at play. Orientalism is a term

introduced by Edward Said in his work Orientalism (1978). The main contention of his work
was that the “Orient” was a racist construction. Orientalists shape the non-existent Orient into
an internally consistent being for the purpose of contrasting a progressive and universal self of
the West. Said saw Western scholarship on the Orient (a term that encompassed the Middle
East in particular and Asia in general) as disparaging and demeaning, treating non-Western
peoples as childlike and uncivilized, belonging to backward cultures that were in need of
enlightenment — from the West. At the same time, it was seen as suffused with exotic and
titillating elements, many of them explicitly sexual (Lary and Sangster 2006, 3). A more
general meaning for Orientalism, according to Said, is a style of thought based upon an
ontological and epistemological distinction made between "the Orient" and "the Occident"
(Said 1978, 2). An important theme within Orientalism is the distorted power relations between
the West and the East. Orientalist views derive from a sense of superiority over the Other; they
then reinforce that sense of superiority by providing “evidence” of the inferiority of the Other
(Lary and Sangster 2006, 4). The sexual element that is often found within Orientalism can be
seen as an assertion of power upon the Orient as well. Orientalists shape the non-existent Orient
into an internally consistent being for the purpose of contrasting a progressive and universal
self of the West (Shih 2010, 539). These views cannot only be found within the scholarly world;
they are eminent throughout the whole Western society.
After Said came up with the term of Orientalism, the term Occidentalism came about
as well. The charge of Occidentalism shares the self–Other frame with Orientalism; the
suspicion is that Occidentalists purposefully construct a difference between their own
communities and the West for the sake of asserting their identities (Shih 2010, 540). Carrier
(1995, 1) defines Occidentalism very simple as “stylized images of the West”. It relates to the
topic of cultural identity and similar phenomena. According to Carrier, "national, ethnic, and
racial identities revolve around an opposition between an us and a them and in many parts of
the world those identities reflect an assumption or rejection of 'the West'" (Carrier 1995,12).
Larry and Sangster take it a step further, and writes that “the term describes Asians who look
down on the West, assuming anything Asian is bound to be better. Occidentalism is founded
on the nationalism that grew in Asia in reaction to Western imperialism and colonialism” (Lary
and Sangster 2006, 4). Said (2001, 131) disliked Occidentalism because it is about reproducing
differences, arbitrarily and unilaterally. He was concerned about its separatist nature and its
disempowering effect on what could be empowering (Said 1991, 320). In 1992, Chen Xiaomei
wrote about Occidentalism in China. She writes how in China, two forms of Occidentalism can

be distinguished. The first is official Occidentalism, which entails the “essentialization of the
West by the Chinese government as a means for supporting a nationalism that effects the
internal suppression of its own people” (Xiaomei 1992, 688). In this process, the Western Other
is construed by a Chinese imagination, not for the purpose of dominating it, but in order to
discipline, and ultimately to dominate, the Chinese self at home. The second is anti-official
Occidentalism, which is created by the opponents of the official institutions, especially by
intelligentsia. This was a strategic move; the Maoist discourse categorized anything opposed
to its political dominance as "Western" or "Westernized." Dissenting intellectuals were accused
of being "Western" both by virtue of their cultural status and their political sympathies as well.
Therefore, they had little choice but to assert that the Western Other was in fact superior to the
Chinese Self (Xiaomei 1992, 691). This inward aspect of Occidentalism is fundamentally
different from the Occidentalism that serves as the other side of Orientalism.
Shih (2010) writes about the meaning of ‘the West’ in the Chinese political discourse.
He argues that to the Oriental self the West is not an effective Other but an internal, centric
component. In the Chinese philosophy of under-heaven, all individuals have the potential to
reach and become the centre of under-heaven. The identity of the Other is not at the heart of
these modes of self-understanding, but either higher in the closer circle of the centre or lower
in the periphery. ‘The Chinese’ is no more than an epistemological frame that divides the world
into the centre and the periphery. Self-knowledge produced through Othering and that through
self-rectification are so different that the universal West could not make sense of the all-underheaven way of conceptualizing the West (Shih 2010, 537).
Many scholars write about Orientalism and Occidentalism in a political or scholarly
context. However, finding research on how the average Chinese or the Chinese tourist is
influenced by Orientalism and Occidentalism is a lot more challenging. In chapter 3, I will
elaborate on notions of Orientalism and Occidentalism found in my research.

1.2 Methodology
1.2.1 Case study and method of choice: discourse analysis
In this thesis I will research in what ways Chinese tourists' in Giethoorn experience authenticity
to offer a more complex and nuanced perception on authenticity for Asian tourists in the West.
While previous research already documented the perception of authenticity of Chinese tourists,
I want to add to the academic field by performing similar research in a Western environment.
Furthermore, the amount of research in this field is very limited. More research on the
perception of authenticity from the Asian tourists' point of view is needed.
Giethoorn is a small town in the northern part of The Netherlands, in the province of
Overijssel. It is located in a nature reserve called "De Wieden" and is known for its "typical
Dutch character". The characteristic features of this village are the many canals, high bridges
and picturesque farmhouses from the 18th and 19th century. The scenery is known for its beauty,
filled with flowers and green grass. Many tourists take a boat tour on the canals during their
visit, accounting for the nicknames "Venice of Europe" or "Green Venice". As is stated on the
Tourist Information website of Giethoorn: "Peace and quiet in a natural setting."
The town of Giethoorn loans itself perfectly as a location for researching Chinese
tourists' perception of authenticity in a Western environment, because it is one of the mostvisited places in The Netherlands by Chinese tourists. The town has about 2600 inhabitants,
while it welcomes around 400.000 tourists each year (NOS 2018). Most of these tourists are
Chinese. In addition, the town is known for its typical Dutch and "authentic" character. This
authenticity is promoted by the tourist centre as a twofold concept: the town has both original
canals and farmhouses from the 18th and 19th century, which is expected to trigger feelings of
objective-related authenticity, as well as a peaceful nature-filled scenery, which is expected to
trigger feelings of existential authenticity. To get an understanding of how Chinese tourists
perceive and experience authenticity, I will analyse blogs written by Chinese travellers about
their experience in Giethoorn.
In this case, the research method of analysing blogs appears to be the most optimal way
of obtaining the information needed to answer my research question. The research topic
includes the experience or perception of authenticity. Thus, the subject matter concerns human
experience. Travel blogs are a cost-effective means to gather rich, authentic, and unsolicited
visitor feedback (Pan et al. 2007). Travel blogs allow for experiencing firsthand events that
travellers narrate during their stay at the destination as well as viewing their photos and video

uploads (Marine-Roig and Anton Clavé 2016, 342). Moreover, user-generated content (UGC)
data in tourism is considered a good source of information for national tourism organizations
(NTOs) and other policymakers, destination marketing organizations (DMOs) and other
stakeholders, as well as for future travellers, because it consists of opinions freely expressed
by tourists who have visited the destination (Marine-Roig and Anton Clavé 2016, 342). For
this thesis, I will perform a textual analysis; in particular, a semantic field analysis. Conducting
interviews has been considered as a research method as well, but it was not feasible to conduct,
transcribe and analyse a substantial amount of interviews within the given time and with the
resources available for this research. Therefore, the research method of interviewing was
eliminated.
1.2.2 Content analysis
To investigate the perception of authenticity of Chinese tourists in Giethoorn, I will perform a
content analysis based on semantic fields. The analysis will be based on 31 travels blogs by
Chinese bloggers. The blogs are all WeChat articles.
I have chosen to use blogs as my primary source because research by Kambele, Li and
Zhou argues that the internet has become a primary source for travellers and has made it easier
for travellers to collect information. However, their research also shows that Chinese travellers
relied on WOM (word-of-mouth) as their primary source of travel information and will likely
remain the main source for Chinese outbound travellers (Kambele, Li & Zhou 2015, 143 -150).
My research focuses both on the internet and word-of-mouth, since blogs are an online form
of WOM communication. Social media platforms such as WeChat are all about sharing
experiences. In addition, other research shows that social media and user-generated content
(UGC) have revolutionized tourism and hospitality communication and are seen as rich sources
of information for destination image analysis (Marine-Roig and Salvador 2016, 341).
First released in 2011, WeChat is a mobile messaging app developed by the Chinese
company Tencent. In its home market of China, WeChat is marketed as Weixin and was
rebranded as WeChat in 2012 for international audiences. WeChat is the biggest social medium
in China, on which, among many other functions, members can publish articles (Colombia
Journalism Review, 2018). Voice and text messaging, group messaging, payment and games
are other examples of WeChat activities. The app also includes a following function whereby
users can follow accounts. According to Statista, in the most recently reported quarter (Q4 of
2018), Tencent's WeChat had almost 1.1 billion monthly active users. WeChat is one of the

leading social networks worldwide, placing fifth in number of active users (Statista). I have
chosen to select my blogs from WeChat because of the big number of users in China.
A selection of 31 articles has been made. They have been randomly chosen out of a
selection of 100 WeChat articles on Giethoorn by travel bloggers. This number has been chosen
to keep the research feasible, and at the same time extensive enough to eb able to collect valid
data. I will perform the discourse analysis by creating semantic fields on several recurring
themes regarding authenticity. Adrienne Lehrer has defined semantic field more specifically as
"a set of lexemes which cover a certain conceptual domain and which bear certain specifiable
relations to one another" (Lehrer 1985, 283). First, the themes have been selected after manual
analysis of the texts, through which I have been able to make a selection of the most dominantly
appearing themes. The next step was to create semantic word fields for each theme, by selecting
word groups on the basis of an element of shared subject matter. I have copied the text from
the 31 articles into one Word document, from which I was able to search for specific terms and
analyse how often they were used. This also helped me to find the context of such terms very
easily. The different themes are discussed in the following chapter, Chapter 2: Dominant
themes regarding authenticity in the Chinese discourse on Giethoorn. It is important to note
that for most themes, there is some overlap; within the concept of authenticity, there are many
relations between the different themes. Still, looking at the blogs within these themes is the
most efficient and manageable way to get a good understanding of the authors' perception of
authenticity.

Chapter 2: Dominant themes regarding authenticity in the
Chinese discourse on Giethoorn
2.1 Theme 1: "The real Netherlands"

1. "On a paradise-like green meadow, white sheep are carefree and content. A
flock of black pigs is making snoring sounds, as if they are applauding
something. Thousands of chicks and hordes of long-haired goats are on the
green grass where there isn't a human shadow to be seen; peaceful and
carefree enjoying that they belong to their own kingdom. This is the real
Netherlands." (Article 15; find all the numbered article links in the
attachments)

The first dominant theme regarding authenticity can be best described as "The real
Netherlands". It is a theme that encompasses expressions of "object-related authenticity", both
objective and constructive, regarding sentiment of what is "real" or authentic Dutch identity.
This authenticity in the present must be based on a conception of origins in the case of objective
authenticity (Taylor 2001, 9), or on a socially constructed idea of the Netherlands in the minds
of the Chinese visitors in the case of constructive authenticity (Wang 1999, 352).
The semantic word field for this first theme can be found in figure 1. All of the selected
words are related to the same subject matter, namely the "real" or classic Netherlands. They
are all near or broad synonyms, which means they have the same reference but differ in their
associative meanings. They have the same communicative effect in some contexts but not in
all contexts (Umera-Okeke 2008, 49).
The semantic word field subject matter of this theme is based on the connotation of
object-related authenticity, or, as Wang refers to it, museum-linked authenticity. Wang (1999,
350-351) writes: "Products of tourism such as works of art, festivals, rituals, cuisine, dress,
housing, and so on are usually described as "authentic" or "inauthentic" in terms of the criterion
of whether they are made or enacted "by local people according to custom or tradition". [And
in this sense], "authenticity connotes traditional culture and origin, a sense of the genuine, the
real or the unique" (Sharpley 1994:130)."

Character
1.

Translation

特色 (tèsè)

Number of
mentions
36

characteristics; distinguishing feature
(or quality)
2. 古老 (gǔlǎo)
ancient; age-old
7
3. 传统 (chuántǒng)
tradition / traditional; conservative
6
4. 欧式 (ōushì)
1.in the European style, 2. Euclidean
5
5. 原始 (yuánshǐ)
1.original; firsthand 2. primeval,
3
primitive
6. 真正 (zhēnzhèng)
genuine; true; real; indeed
3
7. 古朴 (gǔpú)
(of art, architecture, etc.) simple and
3
unsophisticated; of primitive simplicity
8. 典型 (diǎnxíng)
typical case (or example); model;
2
characteristic example
9. 经典 (jīngdiǎn)
1.classics 2. scriptures 3. classic (adj.)
1
Figure 1: The semantic field for the theme "The real Netherlands". The translations are based on the
Pleco dictionary.

The character that is mentioned the most often within this theme is 特色, which can be
translated as "characteristics; distinguishing feature". This character refers to the prerequisite
of object-related authenticity that an object is made according to custom or tradition. In total,
it is mentioned 36 times. 传统 translates as "tradition / traditional; conservative", is mentioned
6 times and is clearly also an important aspect of this theme. I have also included 欧式, meaning
"in the European style". This character is mentioned 5 times and emphasizes the "local" nature
of objects.
It is interesting to see, that time seems to play a role in this theme as well, with words
like 1. 古老 (ancient; age-old), 3. 传统 (tradition / traditional; conservative) and 6. 原始 (1.
original; firsthand 2. primeval, primitive). These terms all include a reference to earlier times;
an element of time that contributes to the meaning of the character and that seems to reinforce
the feeling of authenticity. The element of time seems to reinforce the idea that it is a custom
or tradition that has existed over a period of time. An example of time functioning as a
component of authenticity can be found in this quote:
2. "The local architecture is also very distinctive, and many houses have been preserved
for hundreds of years." (Article 19)

More on the element of time in authenticity can be found in subtheme 2.3.1: Time.
2.1.1 "The real Netherlands": Objective authenticity
Objective authenticity was first presented by MacCannell, as discussed in the theoretical
framework (chapter 1.1). It is based on the authenticity of "originals", that are also the toured

objects to be perceived by tourists. In this concept the authentic experience is caused by the
recognition of the toured objects as authentic. As such, there is an absolute and objective
criterion used to measure authenticity. This could mean that even though the tourists
themselves feel like they have had an authentic experience this can, however, still be judged as
inauthentic, if the toured objects are "in fact" false, contrived, or what MacCannell (1973) calls
'staged authenticity' (Wang 1999, 351). In the case of Giethoorn, the Chinese authors of the
articles write about ancient ornaments, traditional costumes, wooden shoes and 18 th century
architecture. This all falls into the category of objective authenticity: they identify certain
objects as being authentic, because they are based on an original.
3. "The Farm Museum showcases the life of the earlier Dutchman, with many ancient
ornaments and many Dutch traditional costumes and objects that will give visitors a
better understanding of the Dutch and their lives." (Article 3)

Fragment 3 describes such objects showcased in a museum, that he describes as "ancient",
"traditional" and, according to the author, "give visitors a better understanding of the Dutch
and their lives". Therefore, we can establish that the author sees the objects as authentic.
4. "I looked around the village built in the 18th century, of primitive simplicity." (Article
25)

In fragment 4 the observed object is housing or architecture. It is described as of "primitive
simplicity", referencing back to the 18th century. This indicates the perceived object is in line
with tradition or custom.
2.1.2 "The real Netherlands": Constructive authenticity
Constructive authenticity refers to the authenticity projected onto toured objects by tourists or
tourism producers. It is the result of social construction: it can be the projection of one's dreams,
stereotyped images, and expectations onto toured objects. In this sense, it can also be seen as
symbolic authenticity (Wang 1999, 352). A great example of constructive authenticity from
the articles is fragment 1. This fragment is an example of the projection of stereotyped images
onto toured objects. It describes a scene of animals living leisurely and peacefully, and ends
with the statement "This is the real Netherlands". However, there is no such thing as a static
image of "the real Netherlands"; it is a country with more than 17 million residents (CBS, 2019)
that is constantly subject to change. It is the stereotype that has been formed in the author's
mind that is projected onto this scene somewhere in Giethoorn.

5. "The sun is gradually slanting, and the Giethoorn that has disposed of tourists is more
pure." (Article 9)

Fragment 5 is another good example of constructive authenticity. The author writes that when
most of the tourists leave at night, Giethoorn is more "pure" or real. However, there is probably
not much that actually changes in the village. The fragment is a reflection of social
construction, probably formed through the idea that when there are no tourists, places and hosts
return to its 'original' state again. This can be linked to the theory by MacCannell (1973) that
during these times, the local hosts are not "performing". It is the social construction that less
tourists implies a more pure setting, and therefore more authentic. Of course, the author is a
tourist himself as well, but this sentence makes it seem as if he is one of "them", one of the
locals.
6. "If it's possible, I really want to live in such a small town in the future, three meals a
day, the only thing is I wouldn't want to have so many tourists passing through our
gardens and windows, curiously looking around." (Article 5)

Finally, fragment 6 is a projection of the author's personal dreams onto the village of Giethoorn.
Ironically, the village seems to not fully fit the author's dream of living in an authentic
environment; there are too many tourists.

2.2 Theme 2: An imaginative world
7. "Once, I read about it in a story book. Now, I am standing right in front of
it; Take a big step and walk into fantasy." (Article 8)

The second theme regarding authenticity can be best described as "An imaginative world". It
is a theme that encompasses expressions of existential authenticity, derived from the
paradise-like environment.
The semantic word field for this first theme can be found in figure 2. All of the selected words
are related to the same subject matter, namely "An imaginative world". The chosen characters
all share the same communicative effect of something that is unlike the normal, real world.
Therefore, it can be seen as a contrast to the first theme, which is about the "real" Netherlands.
Within this theme, the character used most often is 童话 which means "children's story;
fairy tale". In total, it is mentioned 44 times. The character is used to describe the village of
Giethoorn. According to the authors, being in Giethoorn is like being in a fairy tale.
"Everything is as beautiful and pure as in fairy tales, and it even has a feeling of

Character

Translation

1.

童话 (tónghuà)

children's story; fairy tale

2.

世外桃源 (shìwài-táoyuán)

3.
4.

油画 (yóuhuà)
童话世界 (tónghuà shìjiè)

land of Peach Blossoms – haven of
peace; Shangri-La; otherworld
oil painting
fairy tale world

5.

梦想 (mèngxiǎng)

Number of
mentions
31*
18
15
13

1.vain hope; wishful thinking; fond
7
dream 2. dream; earnest wish /vainly
hope; dream of
6. 幻想 (huànxiǎng)
Illusion; fantasy; imagine; dream
6
7. 人间仙境 (rénjiān xiānjìng)
human fairyland; human wonderland;
4
human paradise
8. 梦的地方 (mèng de dìfāng)
place from your dreams
1
9. 仙境 (xiānjìng)
fairyland; wonderland; paradise
1
Figure 2: The semantic field for the theme "An imaginative world". The translations are based on the
Pleco dictionary. *Total references is 44, but this number has been reduced by the number of
references of Character 2, to avoid a double calculation.

unreality to it." (Article 13) Apart from the comparison with a fairy-tale, the comparison with
an oil-painting is made 15 times as well: "Passing through the waterway, it's as if passing
through a painting." (Article 13) Other authors compare being in Giethoorn to dreaming: “Isn't
this the life that I dreamed of?" (Article 8) Another often used character is 世外桃源, which
can be found 18 times in total. The characters can be used to describe a haven of peace, or even
Shangri-La, the paradise. Shangri-La is a peaceful Himalayan Fairyland that is a Garden of
Eden, an earthly Paradise, and a Heaven on Earth. For example, it is used in this sentence:
"Giethoorn is just like a paradise." (Article 12) In the Western world, this idyllic paradise is
the product of the British author James Hilton’s imagination, purportedly nurtured by National
Geographic articles by botanist Joseph Rock (Llamas and Belk 2011, 257). However, Chinese
see Shangri-La as the paradise from a Chinese poem entitled ‘‘Peach Blossom Spring’’ written
by Tao Qian in the fifth century. In the poem, a fisherman follows a stream of peach blossoms
to find an idyllic and beautiful cave-like place where hermits enjoy great longevity. Once he
leaves, he is not able to find his way back (Llamas and Belk 2011, 259). There is one author
that even quotes the poem directly to describe Giethoorn (Article 5). This comparison of
Giethoorn with Shangri-La can be linked to ideas of Occidentalism. I will further explain this
link in Chapter 3: Occidentalism.
While referencing to an unreal fairy tale world or paradise on firsthand may appear as
unauthentic as it gets, there is an element of authenticity to be found here. In the first theme,

"The real Netherlands", we have seen references to both objective and constructive
authenticities, which involve whether and how the toured objects are perceived as authentic.
These forms of authenticity are not (dominantly) applicable to this theme. Unlike these forms
of object-related authenticity, existential experience involves a potential existential state of
Being activated by tourist activities (Wang 1999, 351). Certain toured objects, such as nature
or surroundings, are not applicable to authenticity in MacCannell's sense. However, existential
authenticity can explain a greater variety of tourist experiences (Wang 1999, 351). The concept
entails a special state of being in which one is true to oneself (Wang 1999, 358). Wang writes
that under the condition of modernity, the authentic self emerges as an ideal that acts to resist
or invert the dominant rational order of the mainstream institutions in modernity. To resist the
inauthenticity stemming from the mainstream order, the authentic self is often thought to be
more easily realized or fulfilled in the space outside the dominant institutions, a space with its
cultural and symbolic boundaries which demarcate the profane from the sacred (Graburn 1989),
responsibilities from freedom, work from leisure, and the inauthentic public role from the
authentic self (Wang 1999, 361). Although Giethoorn is described as an "unreal" world, it is
also associated with paradise, the land of the authors' dreams. This is the space where the
authors feel they can fully be themselves; it is a "safe haven". It allows the authors to be their
authentic self and (subconsciously) find a sense of existential authenticity. The following
fragments illustrate this existential state of Being.
8. "Passing by a small fairy tale house, I came across a strange courtyard. Some
homeowners buried their bicycles in the soil, and some people put umbrellas on the
trunks of trees, as if anything could be used to decorate them.
Everything is so friendly and interesting.
Isn't this the life that I dreamed of?" (Article 8)

9. "The surrounding scenery is just like a paradise." (Article 9)

10. "People who have been to the village of Giethoorn in the Netherlands say it is a place
that can make the paradise of your dreams come true. It is like a safe haven. Here,
everyone can find peace and beauty in the depths of their heart." (Article 12)

The state of mind that is described in the fragments above, entails a special state of being in
which one is true to oneself. One author describes it as follows: visitors are able to "find peace
and beauty in the depths of their heart" (fragment 10). This state is triggered by the
environment, which is "so friendly and interesting" (fragment 8), "just like a paradise"

(fragment 9) and "like a safe haven" (fragment 10). According to Wang, this state of being can
even be seen as a counter dose to the loss of "true self" in public roles and public spheres in
their daily lives. Wang describes this phenomenon of "the quest for authenticity resulting from
a loss of "true self" in public roles and public spheres in modern Western society" (Wang 1999,
358) in his article on existential authenticity. However, he does not include other societies in
this quest apart from the modern Western one. Still, the Chinese authors or visitors in Giethoorn
that have written the articles seem to have embarked on the same quest for authenticity.

2.3 Theme 3: Peace and nature
11. "Whether you are walking through the forest trails or boating on the
sparkling, clear lake; as long as you are aware of the nature, you will be
able to experience the peace of mind." (Article 3)

The third theme regarding authenticity can be best described as "Peace and quiet". It is a
theme that encompasses expressions of existential authenticity, which can be found through a
peaceful and quiet environment, away from the hustle and bustle of daily live.
The semantic word field for this first theme can be found in figure 3. All of the selected
words are related to the same subject matter, namely finding existential authenticity through
the tranquillity of nature. The characters are not synonyms, but have been selected because of
their association with this subject matter.
Character

Translation

1.
2.

风景 (fēngjǐng)
静谧 (jìngmì)

Scenery; landscape
Quiet; still; tranquil

3.

安静 (Ānjìng)

4.
5.

清新的空气 (qīngxīn de kōngqì)
潺潺流淌的河流 (chánchán liútǎng
de héliú)
安宁 (Ānníng)

quiet; peaceful; silent; calm / quiet
down
Pure and fresh air
Flowing river

6.

Number of
mentions
25
15
12
3
2

1. peaceful; tranquil 2. calm;
2
composes; free from worry
7. 葱葱的花园 (cōngcōng de huāyuán)
Lush garden
1
Figure 3: The semantic field for the theme "Peace and quiet". The translations are based on the Pleco
dictionary.

Similar to theme 2, theme 3 encompasses not object-related authenticity but existential
authenticity. As we have read before, some toured objects are not applicable to authenticity in
MacCannell's sense. In this research, some article fragments show that authors experience

authenticity not because they recognize the toured objects as authentic, but because they are
engaging in non-ordinary activities, free from the constraints of daily life. This authenticity is
not derived from an object, but activity-related (Wang 1999, 351). In addition to the existential
authenticity found in theme 2, the theme of nature tourism is surely another one of the major
ways of experiencing a "real" self.
This quest for the authentic self must be seen only in terms of the ideal of authenticity
arising within modern societies (Wang 1999, 360). This is formulated in response to the
ambivalence of the existential conditions of modernity. It emerges as a reaction to "the
disintegration of sincerity" or pretension, and its occurrence is closely related to the feeling of
a loss of "real self" in public roles (Berger 1973, 82). According to Wang, the ideal of
authenticity can be characterized by either romanticism or nostalgia. I will first explain the
romantic side of the ideal of authenticity, followed by the nostalgic characters in subtheme
2.3.1: Time.
The ideal of authenticity is romantic because it accents the naturalness, sentiments, and
feelings in response to the increasing self-constraints by reason and rationality in modernity.
The tourist role is linked to the ideal of authenticity, because it serves as a contrast to the
everyday roles. Tourism is thus regarded as a simpler, freer, more spontaneous, more authentic,
or less serious, less utilitarian, and romantic, lifestyle which enables people to keep a distance
from, or transcend, daily lives (Wang 1999, 360). To this lifestyle, certain activities can be
linked, such as camping, campfires, adventures, walking-about, boating etc. In these activities,
tourists do not literally concern themselves about the authenticity of toured objects at all. They
are rather in search of their authentic selves with the aid of activities or toured objects (Wang
1999, 360).
The naturalness of romanticism can be found in the extensive and often poetic
descriptions of nature in the articles. Phrases like "the sparkling lake", "flowing rivers", "the
blue sky" and "the colorful flowers" are used to describe the scenery in Giethoorn. Another
phrase that is used a few times it that "it is so peaceful in Giethoorn, that the loudest noise you
can hear is the sound of bird songs" (Article 30). Within the articles, there are also many
fragments to be found that describe examples of "romantic" activities that fit into this simple,
less utilitarian lifestyle. I have selected three fragments to serve as an example.
12. "There is no bustling traffic here, only fresh air, secluded walking trails, and flowing
rivers. When I was tired from steering the boat, I stopped at the riverside. A stairway

led to some people in the village where I ordered a cup of coffee. Sitting on the bank of
the river and looking at the colorful flowers, I could not be more relaxed." (Article 10)

The activities described in fragment 12 include steering a boat, sitting on the bank of the river
and looking at flowers are all activities that do not necessarily serve a purpose, but that are
simple and free. Spontaneity is also a theme; the author described that she stops at the riverside
when she is tired, and happens to find a stairway to a village. None of the described activities
appear to be planned. Also, there are no constraints. The author emphasizes the contrast
between these nature tourism-related activities that fit into the romantic ideal of authenticity
and the daily life at home, by mentioning the absence of bustling traffic.
13. "Whether you are on a boat or having a stroll, either way you will enjoy the endless
beauty. With every step there is a change of scene, no need to find a destination. Even
if you just sit in a small restaurant by the river to have some coffee, watching people
coming and going is also a kind of enjoyment. I feel like I'm in some kind of
transcendental world, like returning to the peacefulness of mountains and forests..."
(Article 16)

In fragment 13, the romantic side of the ideal of authenticity can be recognized as well. There
is an emphasis on the activities not being utilitarian; they do not serve a practical goal. They
are simply there for the enjoyment of the author, no reason and rationality involved. The last
sentence beautifully describes how these nature-related activities help the author to find the
authentic self within, where he compares his state of mind with "returning to the peacefulness
of mountains and forests".
14. "Whether it's a stroll along the forest trail or a boating on the sparkling lake: the heart
is very peaceful, and all the troubles are gone." (Article 10)

The last fragment that displays the authors' search of their authentic selves with the aid of
activities is fragment 14. The author describes that the activities of strolling along a forest trail
and boating on the sparkling lake both lead to a peaceful heart and an absence of troubles. This
is a great description of how activities in Giethoorn can help tourists be their authentic self.
2.3.1 Subtheme: Time
According to Wang, in addition to romanticism, the ideal of authenticity can also be
characterized by nostalgia. It is nostalgic because it idealizes the ways of life in which people
are supposed as freer, more innocent, more spontaneous, purer, and truer to themselves than
usual (such ways of life are usually supposed to exist in the past or in childhood). People are

nostalgic about these ways of life because they want to relive them in the form of tourism at
least temporally, empathically, and symbolically (Wang 1999, 360). Shepherd (2002) places
authenticity in the past so "it can be found in Others more "primitive", and therefore more
natural, than ourselves". To be seen as authentic or maximally distant, the Others must be kept
untouched and preserved in their original form (Llamas and Belk 2011, 264). Within cultural
tourism, and wherever else the production of authenticity is dependent on some act of
(re)production, the model of the original is conventionally based on the past. (Taylor 2001, 9).
15. "The most relaxing moment is to be like a child, holding an ice cream, sitting by the
riverside, with a mouthful of the taste of sweet milk." (Article 13)

Fragment 15 is an example of how the author is nostalgic about his childhood. He enjoys
feeling like a child again, which can be seen as a pure and innocent way of life. The author
expresses a nostalgia towards his childhood, which he can relive in the form of tourism in
Giethoorn. Not only do some authors write about their childhood, some are also nostalgic about
the way of life from others in the past as well. In the case of Giethoorn, the dominant idea is
that here, time stood still. We see an example of this in the following fragment:
16. "Time and years have really not brought much change here. The sky is still the sky of
hundreds of years ago. The river is still the river of hundreds of years ago. The trees
are still the same as a few hundred years ago. The houses have maintained the style
of a few hundred years ago; all along, nothing has changed." (Article 19)

Fragment 16 describes how in Giethoorn, everything is the same as it was a few hundred years
ago. Therefore, life in Giethoorn is the same as it was a few hundred years ago in the idealizing
minds of the authors: freer, more spontaneous and purer.
17. "Sitting on the boat for a whole day, it feels like we have returned to the Middle
Ages." (Article 21)

Fragment 17 makes the same comparison with how being in Giethoorn makes you feel like
you're living in the past, even in the Middle Ages. Not only does Giethoorn possess the
nostalgic features of childhood and early ways of life that, in this case, Chinese tourists look
for, there is another element of time that seems to add to the experience of authenticity. When
in Giethoorn, time seems to stand still. One author writes that "Here, the rhythm will naturally
slow down" (Article 16). Another says that "The days have become especially quiet, especially
slow" (Article 21). This element of time is more in line with the romantic idea of a free,
spontaneous life, with no daily duties and no hurry. Without this hurry, life seems to go back

to its essence: "Don't care about the passage of time, and seize the goodness of the moment"
(Article 14).
We have seen that the authors expressed feelings of existential authenticity within the
theme 2, an imaginative world. In this theme, it is not the "paradise", "fairy tale" or "dream
world" that allows them to be in touch with their true self, but the nature and quiet in Giethoorn.
Still, it is important to realize that theme 2 and theme 3 overlap. In many cases, the scenery in
Giethoorn is an element of the fairy tale-like atmosphere. Fragment 18 is a good example of
how the two themes (including subtheme 2.3.1: Time) can sometimes be found in the same
sentence:
18. "Sitting on the boat for a whole day, I could easily forget the hustle and bustle of the
outside world, it almost seemed as if I had returned to the Middle Ages. The days
became very quiet, very slow, as if in this place, "The princess and the prince lived a
happy life." (Article 19)

2.4 Theme 4: The host as a reflection of authenticity
19. "The crystal-clear green ripples on the water, the dense smoke that curled
up from the chimneys. The teenager sings a song and sways slowly on a
bicycle, without any hurry. The white-haired old man is busy planting
flowers and plants in the courtyard, and occasionally smiles at the passing
tourists and greets them. A puppy sleeps in front of the door, a cow licks her
calf, which is trying hard to suck its mother's milk, and the whole village is
full of life." (Article 17)

The third theme regarding authenticity can be best described as "The host as a reflection of
authenticity". It is a theme that encompasses expressions of constructive authenticity,
regarding Chinese visitors' constructed ideas of the hosts' natural state of being.
The semantic word field for this first theme can be found in figure 4. All of the selected
words are related to the same subject matter, namely taking the host and its natural environment
as a reflection of authenticity in Giethoorn. The characters are not synonyms, but have been
selected because of their association with this subject matter.

Character

Translation

1.
2.

居民 (jūmín)
主 (zhǔ)

3.

主人 (zhǔrén)

Resident; inhabitant
1.host 2. owner; master 3. person or
party concerned
1.master 2. host 3. owner

4.
5.
6.

当地人 (dāngdì rén)
村民 (cūnmín)
居住 (jūzhù）

Number of
mentions
69
27*
15

Local people
14
Villager; village people
13
1.to reside 2. to dwell 3. to live in a
4
place 4. resident in
Figure 4: The semantic field for the theme "Host as a reflection of authenticity". The translations are
based on the Pleco dictionary. *Total references is 32, but this number has been reduced by the
number of references of Character 3, to avoid a double calculation.

In the articles, there are many references to the residents in Giethoorn. They are usually about
their daily lives and activities. According to Zhou, Zhang and Edelheim, the host resident is
the inheritance of the culture of indigenous people and interpreters. This actor’s living in a
natural state represents the authenticity of a cultural heritage (Zhou, Zhang and Edelheim 2013,
102). Therefore, in this case, the residents of Giethoorn living in a natural state represents the
authenticity of the cultural heritage of Giethoorn.
The concepts of front stage and back stage as coined by Goffman and MacCannell can
provide a deeper meaning to the idea of the host as a reflection of authenticity. In Goffman's
structural division of social establishments he distinguishes the front, which is the meeting
place of hosts and guests or customers and service persons, and the back, which is the place
where members of the home team retire between performances to relax and to prepare
(MacCannell 1973, 92). The back region is seen as the place where, in the tourism context, the
"real" life of the hosts takes place. MacCannell takes this analysis a step further, and writes
about the relation of intimacy and authenticity. He writes that in our society (meaning: Western
society), intimacy and closeness are regarded as very important: they are seen as the core of
social solidarity and they are also thought by some to be morally superior to rationality and
distance in social relationships, and more "real". Being "one of them", or at one with "them",
means, in part, being permitted to share back regions with "them" (MacCannell 1973, 94). The
pursuit of authenticity as introduced by MacCannell is often seen as a way to reify the past in
terms of a nostalgic yearning for the "Other" (Xie 2011, 38). Although the authors are not part
of Western society, the fragments in the articles about the daily life of the hosts seem to reflect
this same touristic desire of the authors to share in the real life of the places visited, or at least

to see that life as it is really lived (MacCannell 1973, 96) and therefore be a witness of the
authentic life in Giethoorn.
20. "The daily work of local residents is to remove weeding, trim trees and flowers, and
when you pass, they will smile and say hello to you. I only stayed for three days, but I
developed a new habit: I would say hello to everyone I encountered." (Article 8)

21. “On the shore, a group of 12-year-old teenagers are learning to sail. They see our
ships passing by, jump up and shout "Hello" in Chinese, and I also waved at them and
responded loudly, haha.” (Article 5)

Fragment 20 is an example of how the host is portrayed in his "natural state", doing simple
daily chores like working in the garden. The same is applicable to fragment 21, where local
youngsters are learning to sail. We also saw this in fragment 19 in the beginning of this
subchapter: “The teenager sings a song and sways slowly on a bicycle, without any hurry. The
white-haired old man is busy planting flowers and plants in the courtyard, and occasionally
smiles at the passing tourists and greets them.” (Article 17)
In the mind of the authors, the local residents are not performing; they are not in the
front region. They are actually in the back region, where they retire between performances to
relax and live their "real" or authentic life. Activities that are described include working in the
garden, leisurely sitting in the garden or at the doorstep, biking, reading, learning to sail. The
incomplexity of the activities described also seems to reflect the uncomplicated nature of life
in Giethoorn, in contrast to the busy life back home. This is a contrast that has been described
in theme 2.3 as well; peace and quiet versus hustle and bustle.
Furthermore, the host is described as very friendly, and even serves as an example for
one author: after having been in Giethoorn for only three days, she has already taken over the
habit of greeting everyone she encountered (fragment 20). The local residents in the village are
even described to be "like a family". The following quotes are other examples of the
friendliness of the hosts.
22. "Stop by the lush gardens and say hello to the friendly locals. Make yourself familiar
with this picturesque village, including every blade of grass, every drop of water,
every tulip." (Article 1)

23. "The people in Giethoorn are warm and lovely. I remember that after the cruise, I met
a local old woman on the shore. She looked at me with joyful eyes:
"Are you Chinese?"
After receiving my affirmative answer, her expression became vivid and excited, giving
me a big hug:
"You are so beautiful!" (Article 6)

24. "During the day, two older people also sat in the garden of the hotel, watching their
granddaughters systematically take care of everything. When we passed their house
(later), they were sitting at their doorstep. When they saw us, they greeted us by smiling
and waving. In Giethoorn, all the neighbors in the village are also like a family. Even
if two people pass each other while driving a car, they will always whistle and greet
each other." (Article 13)

It is striking that many articles not only describe the natural state of being of the human
residents in Giethoorn; they often describe the animals as well, for example in fragment 19: “A
puppy sleeps in front of the door, a cow licks her calf, which is trying hard to suck its mother's
milk, and the whole village is full of life." (Article 17) This corresponds to the idea of finding
authenticity in untouched nature, true to its original state, unforced and without hurry (as found
in theme 2.3).
However, some (very scarce) fragments demonstrate that sometimes authors actually
are aware that they are witnessing a touristic performance. For example, in fragment 25, the
author describes the performance of men making clogs, because it serves as a business card for
the Netherlands. However, the author also knows that not many people actually wear them
anymore. The process of making clogs is a performance.
25. "Windmills and clogs are one of the most important business cards in the Netherlands.
The men at the exhibition hall make clogs for everyone to see, but not much is bought,
because it is said that they are mostly suitable for farming. However, they are all kinds
of beautiful." (Article 9)

2.5 Theme 5: Other tourists
As we have seen in the other themes, Chinese authors on Giethoorn express many indicators
of authenticity. However, they are at the same time very aware of the fact that they are not the
only visitors there. Some articles mention the growth in tourists in Giethoorn over the last few

years, and some even describe the conflicts between tourists and the host. This last aspect is in
contrast with the image of the friendly host living an authentic life that is to be admired.
Some authors describe how although Giethoorn is quite touristic, it is not as bad as in for
example Venice. The comparison with Venice is made often, using the name “Green Venice”
or “Venice of The Netherlands”. The following fragment is an example of this comparison:
26. "Although it is “Venice of the Netherlands”, Giethoorn is not as famous as Venice, so
there are not so many crowds of tourists, nor will there be groups of vendors, so here
you can enjoy a quiet holiday and enjoy the natural scenery." (Article 19)

The author writes that even though it is called ΅Venice of the Netherlands", Giethoorn is not as
crowded with tourists as Venice. This means you can still enjoy the "natural" scenery. But not
every author is this optimistic about the tourism situation in Giethoorn. One author writes the
following:
27. "In response, the Dutch jokingly say that "Giethoorn is no longer theirs" and should
be renamed "Venice of the Chinese". It is thus clear that when it comes to the project
of spurring on tourism, the position of the Chinese is still indestructible." (Article 31)

From this author's point of view, there are already too many Chinese. He even knows that the
Dutch feel the same way; they already jokingly call Giethoorn the "Venice of the Chinese".
Another author is concerned about the big numbers of Chinese tourists coming to Giethoorn as
well. He writes that "due to the love of my dear friends [the Chinese], the number of tourists in
Giethoorn has increased significantly in recent years. Even heavy wind and rain and the
changeable bad weather can't stop the firm footsteps of admiration […] If the friends are
coming to have fun, they must act like the local villagers, and take good care of the fairyland"
(Article 10).
Yet another author writes that from his point of view, it is actually an advantage that
there are growing numbers of Chinese visitors in Giethoorn, because this has helped to improve
the tourism services for Chinese. For example, now many people know how to speak Chinese
in the local area. Therefore, there is absolutely no need to worry about any accidents that cannot
be solved through communicating with locals. This author feels that the presence of other
Chinese tourists even makes you feel more at home; "as if you are in your own hometown".
(Article 17) Still, the overall opinion seems to be that the less tourists, the purer or more
authentic Giethoorn is. Some phrases that illustrate this opinion is "The sun is gradually
slanting, and the Giethoorn that has disposed of tourists is more pure." (Article 9) and "Because

there are not many tourists, and little vendors, here you can be in a daze and enjoy nature."
(Article 21).

Chapter 3: Occidentalism and Othering
As has been discussed in the Theoretical Framework (1.1.6: Occidentalism), many scholars
write about Occidentalism in a political or scholarly context (Xiaomei 1992; Carrier 1995; Lary
and Sangster 2006; Shih 2010). However, no academic research can be found on how the
average Chinese is influenced by Occidentalist views in a Western tourist setting. Still, this
research has encountered expressions of Occidentalism and Othering in a touristic context.
Because Occidentalism is mostly limited to the academic and political context, the concept is
not as comprehensive as that of Orientalism. However, both Orientalism and Occidentalism
are about "an opposition between an us and the reflection of an assumption" (Carrier 1995, 12).
This principle can be applied outside of politics and academics as well, for example in tourism.
The Chinese tourists that wrote the articles analyzed in this research express similar views
based on Othering and assumptions, which will be described as Occidentalism from now on.

3.1 Stylized images of the West: Local, Dutch and European culture
Carrier (1995, 1) defines Occidentalism very simply as “stylized images of the West”. This is
in line with the concept of Orientalism, where static images of the Orient or the Other play a
dominant role. My research demonstrates that Chinese tourists hold Occidentalist views, which
mainly manifest themselves in static, stylized images of "the West". A good example of such
an image can be found in 2.1.2 "The real Netherlands": Constructive authenticity. A fragment
that describes a green meadow in Giethoorn, with animals living leisurely and peacefully
without human interference, ends with the words: "This is the real Netherlands". However, this
is not in line with the reality in the Netherlands at all; in reality, it is a densely populated
country, where most animals live in captivity. It is the Occidentalist views of the author that
comes into play here, based on assumptions of what the Netherlands looks like.
A core aspect of Occidentalism is that it is about stylized images of "the West".
Therefore, it is in itself generalizing. Indeed, the line between local, national, European and
Western identity seems to be blurred in the authors' minds. The terms 特色， 传统， 原始，
真正，典型 and 经典 (from figure 1: The semantic field for the theme "The real Netherlands")
all refer to some kind of original, characteristic or classic feature. However, in most usages it
is not made specific for what region or culture this is an original, characteristic or classic
feature; it could refer to local Giethoorn culture, Dutch culture, as well as to Western culture.

In the minds of the author, the Dutch are often pictured as having one coherent, unified
national identity. Phrases like "the Dutchman", "Dutch traditional costumes and objects" and
"the Dutch and their lives" showcase this generalization and stylized image of the Netherlands.
Some take it a step broader and write about the European identity. The term 欧式 is translated
as "European style" and can be found in phrases like "European style water town", "European
architecture and decorations", "European chandeliers" and "European style reed cottage". All
these phrases showcase a very generalized image of what Europe or the West looks like. In the
minds of the author, there is such a thing as "a European Architecture", when in reality, there
is a multitude of architectural styles throughout different regions in Europe. Interestingly
enough, the mentions of European style are all about appearance. This reinforces the idea that
Occidentalism is about stylized images and that it is therefore very image-oriented.
Another aspect that is subject to Occidentalism in the articles is the aspect of time. As
has been established in subtheme 2.3.1: Time, the ideal of authenticity is characterized by
nostalgia. Authenticity is placed in the past, and can be found in "Others more "primitive", and
therefore more natural, than ourselves" (Shepherd, 2002). In the case of Giethoorn, many
authors write about how "time stood still"; in Giethoorn, the locals live the same free,
spontaneous and pure life as a few hundred years ago. However, there seems to be no shared
consensus on when exactly the clock stopped ticking. The time phrases "a few hundred years
ago" and "hundreds of years ago" are used often, in combination with "the Middle Ages" and
“18th century". While the 18th century is only 300 years ago, the Middle Ages started around
500 AD and ended around 1500 AD. Life in Giethoorn during these two historical periods must
have been very different. Giethoorn did not even exist as an inhabitable area until the 12 th
century. Actually, the first canal in Giethoorn was not constructed until around the year 1600,
which means that during the Middle Ages, life in Giethoorn was nothing like it is now.
The mix of time phrases that is used implies that in the minds of the Chinese authors,
there is one image of "history" in Europe. I expect that in their minds, the Middle Ages is the
most well-known period of time in European history; they therefore use it as a phrase to
describe the past. Others do not even explicitly name a period, but just say "a few hundred
years ago", which only serves to place the situation in the past and thereby reinforce its
authenticity. The reference to the 18th century makes more sense, because during the guided
tours in Giethoorn it is told that many houses stem from the 18 th century.

To the authors, European history is a static image. This can be compared to the static
Orientalist view of for example Chinese history; the average Dutch person will not be able to
distinguish different Chinese dynasties and their characteristics either. Said (1978) saw
Western scholarship on the Orient as disparaging and demeaning, treating non-Western peoples
as belonging to backward cultures that were in need of enlightenment — from the West. In this
research, the Chinese tourists place Giethoorn in the past as well, implying that life has not
been modernized and is the same as hundreds of years ago. However, the difference is that the
tourists actually enjoy that it feels like time stood still. They are not disparaging or demeaning;
they actually find a form of enlightenment or 'their true self' by being in this 'backward' culture.

3.2 The West as a fairy tale: comparison to Orientalism
One aspect of Orientalism is that the Orient is seen as suffused with exotic and titillating
elements, many of them explicitly sexual (Lary and Sangster 2006, 3). According to Said, the
imaginative examination of the Orient was based partly on empirical reality, and partly on a
battery of desires, repressions, investments, and projections (Said 1978, 8). Orientalism
depends on Western (mostly European and American) ideas about people, places, and practices
in Asia, but these ideas, not necessarily informed by reality, are instead tools of Western selfdefinition (Heijun Wills 2018, 133). In a somewhat predictable way, European and American
Orientalists’ imagine the Orient as inferior: crowded, antiquated, culturally non-complex,
immoral, dirty. Paradoxically, they also imagine some traits that are presented as
complimentary; the Orient might also be exotic, beautiful, spiritual, pastoral. But, according to
Heijun Wills (2018, 133) these features belie a (White) supremacist approach: the Orient can
be controlled, consumed, and fetishized by the Occidental subject.
A crucial part of anti-Orientalist criticism is to challenge the ways that the Orient is
treated as a resource from which people, objects, and practices can be extracted and used at
whim. Clothing, spices, and animals are just a few of the things fetishized and taken from the
Orient and consumed by people in the West. Within the frame of Orientalism, narrative and
myth are also valuable resources extracted by Western authors/translators who are celebrated
for introducing readers to these foreign texts, modifying and reducing them for European and
American audiences, and even conceiving new versions of the Orient based on their own
imaginations (Heijun Wills 2018, 133). An example is Hans Christian Andersen’s popular story
about a magical robotic bird owned by an obsessive and vulnerable Chinese emperor, “The
Nightingale”, written in 1844. The images that accompanied Andersen’s original fairy tale, as
well as those adapted, bespeak the ways that European and American illustrators surveyed

Oriental art (Heijun Wills 2018, 138). Again, the Chinese tourists in Giethoorn do something
similar by portraying their (constructed) imaginations of the West or Europe onto Giethoorn.
This image might not only be constructed through art, but through other media as well.
However, it is clearly a constructed image of The West or Europe.
As is shown in Theme 2: An imaginative world, the authors of the articles write about
Giethoorn as a "fairy tale world", "paradise" and an "unreal place from your dreams". They
project their desires onto this Western world and use narrative and myth to turn Giethoorn into
a fairy tale get-away, where one can find peace in their hearts. Another projection that is made
onto Giethoorn, is that of the story of Shangri-La, a paradise from the Chinese poem by Tao
Qian. Research by Llamas and Belk (2011) shows that the local community of Shangri-La is
used as an Orientalized cultural Other for both Han Chinese and Western visitors. The
comparison of Giethoorn with Shangri-La is very interesting, because it suggests that the
Chinese will look at the local community of Giethoorn as a cultural Other as well. In this case
the Other is not Orientalized, but Occidentalized.
In essence, the authors of the articles that write about Giethoorn are practicing
something similar to Orientalism; except, that in this case their desires and images are projected
onto the Occident. They use narrative and myth to modify the story of Giethoorn to an Asian
audience. Similar traits are aligned with this Western setting as are used for the Orient in
Orientalism: it is beautiful, spiritual, paradisal. They even use the myth about Shangri-La and
apply it to a Western setting. Similar to Orientalism, the articles portray ideas about people,
places, and practices in the West, but these ideas, not necessarily informed by reality, are
instead tools of Asian self-definition. However, it must be noted that in my research, there are
no signs of sexualizing the Other, as is often the case within an Orientalism frame (Lary and
Sangster 2006, 3).

3.3 The host as simplified: Occidental power relations
The fantasy of the real Shangri-La in Tibet is based on three pillars (Kolas 2004): sacralization
(mysticism, spirituality, and Tibetan Buddhism), ethnitization (ethnic minorities, culture, and
harmony), and exoticization (natural as well as artificial spectacles in this land of lakes, rivers,
and snowcapped mountains in the Himalayas) (Llamas and Belk 2011, 259). These three pillars
can be found in the descriptions of Giethoorn as well. First of all, some form of sacralization
can be found. Staying in Giethoorn is described as a spiritual experience, which helps visitors

find their authentic self. Some phrases that describe the authors' mindsets are "being in some
kind of transcendental world", "the heart is very peaceful" and "all the troubles are gone". The
Secondly, ethnitization is definitely present. While in the case of Giethoorn the
residents are not part of an ethnic minority, they are presented as true to their culture and living
in harmony. The authors write that they are "like a family" and "doing their daily work".
According to Van den Berghe and Keyes (1984), the exoticism of the local population and their
artifacts are at the core of ethnic tourism. In the case of Shangri-La, Tibetans as well as people
from other minorities are extremely welcoming and the smiling faces of locals greeting tourists
with "hellos" in different dialects make a strong first impression (Llamas and Belk 2011, 262).
This exoticism of the local population as can be found in Shangri-La can also be found in
Giethoorn, as described in Theme 4: The host as a reflection of authenticity. The host in
Giethoorn is portrayed as extremely welcoming and friendly, even greeting the Chinese tourists
in Chinese.
According to Zhou Zhang and Edelheim, "The actor’s living in a natural state
represents the authenticity of a cultural heritage" (Zhou, Zhang and Edelheim 2013, 102). To
be seen as authentic or maximally distant, the Others must be kept untouched and preserved in
their original form (Llamas and Belk 2011, 264). As we have seen, in theme 5: Tourists, some
authors describe how the Giethoorn is less pure because of the presence of tourists. Here, this
idea that the Others must be kept untouched and preserved in their original form is present.
This is part of ethnitization: the tourists are a threat to the ethnic authenticity of Giethoorn. The
ethnitization of the residents of Giethoorn is an example of Occidentalist power roles. In the
same way that the local community of Shangri-La is used as an Orientalized cultural Other for
Han Chinese, they look at the local community of Giethoorn as a cultural Other as well. In this
case the Other is not Orientalized, but Occidentalized.
The third pillar of the fantasy of Shangri-La is exoticization, which includes natural as
well as artificial spectacles in this land of lakes, rivers, and snowcapped mountains in the
Himalayas. This theme can be found in the descriptions of Giethoorn as well, as has been
analyzed in Theme 3: Peace and Nature.
In the articles, there have been no clear expressions of negative feelings towards the
West as a whole. Larry and Sangster write that the term Occidentalism "describes Asians who
look down on the West, assuming anything Asian is bound to be better. Occidentalism is
founded on the "nationalism that grew in Asia in reaction to Western imperialism and

colonialism” (Lary and Sangster 2006, 4). Although this form of Occidentalism seems likely
to exist in other contexts, there are no explicit signs of authors looking down on the West in
this research. What could be seen as degrading, is that the authors place Giethoorn in the past.
However, this is approached as something positive; it helps the authors find authenticity.
Therefore, this is not really looking down on the West.

Chapter 4: Conclusion
The main purpose of this study was to to offer a more complex and nuanced perception on
authenticity for Chinese tourists in Western countries. The results from the analysis of 31
WeChat articles from Chinese bloggers that have visited Giethoorn, have shown that, contrary
to results of other research, Chinese tourists experience object-related as well as activity-related
authenticity. This paper suggests that Chinese tourists in a Western touristic environment
undergo a similar quest for authenticity as Western tourists.
Summing up the analysis, it is possible to conclude that there are five dominant tours
within the Chinese discourse on authenticity in Giethoorn: (1) The real Netherlands; (2) An
imaginative world; (3) Peace and nature; (4) The host as a reflection of authenticity; (5) Other
tourists. These themes include experiences of objective, constructive and existential
authenticity. Therefore, my expectation that Chinese tourists do experience the concept of
existential authenticity was correct. In addition, this research has shown that Chinese tourists
in Europe bring Occidentalist views, which are very similar to Orientalist assumptions which
are in turn projected onto the Orient. Chinese tourists project their desires, narratives and
constructed ideas of the West onto Giethoorn in their quest for authenticity.
It would be incorrect to assert that this research is enough to complete the field of
research concerning authenticity for the Asian tourist. However, it is a substantial addition to
the academic field as well as to the managerial tourism field.

4.1. Theoretical implications
As has been established in the Introduction and Theoretical Framework of this research, much
of the literature on authenticity is Western-centric, while little work addresses the concept from
an Asian point of view. Authenticity is commonly defined as a Western cultural notion which
is associated with a tourists’ search for an “authentic other” (Nguyen and Cheung 2016, 1155).
This research is able to add to the academic discourse by touching upon authenticity for
Chinese heritage tourists in Europe. Through a case study of Giethoorn, this thesis describes
the experience of authenticity by Chinese tourists in a Western environment. By showing that
Chinese tourists, just like Western tourists, are on a quest for authenticity in tourism
experiences as well, in an objective, constructive and existential manner, I believe this research
offers a more complex and nuanced perception on authenticity for Chinese tourists in Western
countries.

In the Theoretical Framework (chapter 1.1.5), the expectation was made that when one
measures the tourists' perception of authenticity not by asking for their definition directly (as
in the research by Nguyen and Cheung, 2016), but by analysing a discourse to extract their
perception of authenticity, this might show that they do experience existential authenticity. It
is not necessary for the tourist to define this experience as authenticity themselves simply
because their knowledge of the term might not reach this far. In other words, I expected that at
least some Chinese tourists do experience existential authenticity, but do not necessarily define
it as such. In addition, the research by Nguyen and Cheung in the heritage tourism context in
Hong Kong centres particularly on tangible heritage, therefore the related evaluation of
authenticity is believed to be mostly object-based rather than being activity or subject-based.
In the context of Giethoorn, where the scenery is an important part of the attraction to visitors,
I expected Chinese tourists to not only experience objective and constructive authenticity, but
existential authenticity as well.
In my research, both of these expectations have been met. I have been able to find many
expressions of existential authenticity within the articles. However, there have been no
examples of authors explicitly mentioning that they have an experience of existential
authenticity. They only describe how being in Giethoorn helps them find their authentic self,
but do not name it as such. In addition, the scenery of Giethoorn has turned out the be a very
important aspect of the perception of authenticity by Chinese tourists in Giethoorn. Both
Theme 2: An imaginative world and Theme 3: Peace and nature are based on the perception of
the environment as a trigger for experiencing existential authenticity.
Another research that has been discussed in the theoretical framework (1.1.5), is the
research by LLamas and Belk (2011), implicating a quest for modernity by Chinese tourists.
Llamas and Belk argue that the quest for modernity via the touristified experiences of Chinese
tourists replaces the quest for authenticity of their Western counterparts. In the case of
Giethoorn, this quest for modernity could be found in the "bounded and performative nature of
sites that are based on nature or tradition" (Nyíri 2008, 156). After all, Giethoorn is a place
known for its tradition of using waterways instead of roads. However, even if we regard this
quest for modernity as a part of the Chinese visitors' motive to come to Giethoorn, it should
not be seen as a replacement of the quest for authenticity. As we have established in the
previous chapters, Chinese visitors to Giethoorn actually do experience authenticity; not only
objective and constructive, but even existential authenticity is dominantly present in their
experience.

Another theoretical implication of this research, possibly even the most important one,
is that Chinese tourists bring Occidentalist views when they visit a destination in the West.
While a lot had been published on Occidentalist views in academics and politics, until now
there was no academic work to be found on Occidentalism in a touristic context. Chinese
visitors in Giethoorn project their stylized and generalized images of the West or Europe on
Giethoorn, project their desires and fantasies onto the location, and simplify and harmonize the
local community in an effort to increase the host's authenticity.
In summary, this research is able to add to the existing academic discourse on
authenticity by shedding light on the perception of authenticity of Chinese visitors in a Western
setting and disproves the statements that a). Chinese tourists only experience object-related
authenticity, not subject-related authenticity; b). Chinese tourists only engage in a quest for
modernity through tourism activities, not in a quest for authenticity; and c). Occidentalism
cannot be found within a touristic context.

4.2. Managerial implications
As has been established in the Introduction, the topic of Chinese tourism is very timely. Chinese
outbound tourism is growing rapidly. Destinations all over the world need to adapt to the
growing number of Chinese visitors. Therefore, this study on Chinese tourists’ perception of
authenticity is not only contributing to the academic field, but is also beneficial to tourism
planning where it can assist in the future development of Chinese tourism in Western countries,
with a special focus on The Netherlands and the city of Giethoorn. Knowing the interests of
Chinese tourists and understanding the motivations of this particular target group is key to
tourism planning. This study can make a significant practical contribution to urban heritage
tourism development and be beneficial to national tourism organizations and other
policymakers, destination marketing organizations and other stakeholders, as well as to future
travellers.
It shows that this growing target group of Chinese tourists is not only on a quest for
modernity, but for authenticity as well. Therefore, offering the most high-tech and state of the
art attractions is not necessary to attract this group. Tourism planners and marketers that want
to attract Chinese tourists to their region can anticipate this quest for authenticity as well. And,
as the results have shown, the pallet they can choose from is quite big: think of museums that
can trigger experiences of objective authenticity; "typical" or idealized settings or scenes that

play into experiences of constructive authenticity; or work on optimising the environment to
improve the level of peace and nature in a way that triggers existential authenticity.
This research is not just helpful to marketeers and planners that want to attract Chinese
tourists. In addition, it can also be used to combat over tourism. Let us use the example of
Giethoorn. In order to avoid Giethoorn actually turning into "The Venice of the Chinese"
(Chapter 2.5: Other Tourists), tourism planners and marketing agencies can use the findings of
this research to lure the tourists that now visit Giethoorn to other places. This research has
shown that to many visitors, experiencing an authentic self in the environment of Giethoorn is
a big part of their positive experience. Planners can take this finding and apply it to nearby
cities and thereby divide tourists over the Netherlands. In the case of the Netherlands, one of
the major priorities of the national tourism branding and marketing bureau, NBTC Holland
Marketing, is to spread tourism over the Netherlands in order to develop to develop a "liveable,
lovable and valuable destination" (NBTC Perspective 2030 Destination of The Netherlands,
2019). Therefore, the findings of this research are very valuable to the NBTC in particular.
In summary, the results of the research are helpful to national tourism organizations and
other policymakers, destination marketing organizations and other stakeholders, as well as to
future travellers and can assist in both attracting tourists to a certain place and combating over
tourism at the same time.

4.3. Limitations and future research suggestions
This research has been executed by a non-native speaker. The primary sources have been
translated by the researcher herself, who is not a sworn translator. In case of doubt about a
translation, the researcher has contacted a native speaker to check the translation. However,
there is still no guarantee that the translations used are flawless. Another limitation is the
number of articles used. While the research has been able to produce substantial results, the
time and resources were limited because it is a thesis project. If there would be more time and
researchers working on a similar research, there is a possibility that the results would be even
more substantial. In addition, the first method of preference was conducting interviews.
However, the researcher did not have the time and resources, nor the needed Mandarin
language skills to conduct a substantial number of interviews on-site in Giethoorn. Still, it
would make a good research method and is recommended for future research.
The articles that were used as a primary source contained both pictures and text. Most
of the times, the pictures display what is described in the text. In this research, pictures or

images have not been taken into account in the analysis. However, image analysis would make
a great opportunity for future research. In addition, this research has focused on content. A
suggestion for future research would be to focus on the writing style of the authors. In the
analyzes articles, the authors often make references to Chinese poems or use style words that
enhance the poetic nature of the text. Therefore, the writing style of Chinese tourism bloggers
makes for an interesting research subject as well.
When it comes to the subject of Occidentalism, more research on Occidentalism outside
of the political and academic world would be beneficial to the academic field.
When it comes to the subject of Asian tourism in the West, many subjects are still to be
researched. However, this field should deserve as much attention as Western tourism. While
this research provides some surprising insights, it is just a small contribution to the field.
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Primary Sources
These WeChat Articles date from the period November 2015 to April 2019. All articles were
last consulted on 12 June 2019. When searching for the articles, the term "Dutch Giethoorn"
(荷兰羊角村) was used in the search bar on the WeChat app.
1. "Rippling in the quiet - the Dutch village of Giethoorn" (在静谧中荡漾——
荷兰羊角村)
https://mp.weixin.qq.com/s?__biz=MzUyMzUxMTc4OA==&mid=2247483968&idx=1&sn=
95564705be9c541fdbab07566ee3b258&chksm=fa3a30c3cd4db9d57258eb9656a314a30f957
015c14f121ab1ad7107196e11b60969b126baa3&mpshare=1&scene=1&srcid=0509VkDgQZ
bra6EXeCC653cy&pass_ticket=zss%2BAZfehh2MWdVfKqGWS7yw4rh2MJr38lJ%2B%2
BwAsC76PfpYcCRE4qbOLqQ7FOnvS#rd
2. "A beautiful town in Europe - the Dutch Giethoorn, known as "The Little Venice of the
Netherlands" (欧洲绝美小镇——荷兰羊角村，被称为“荷兰小威尼斯”)
https://mp.weixin.qq.com/s?__biz=MzU2MzgwODg0Mw==&mid=2247485623&idx=5&sn
=e30de4b55730c6cacd02932ec53c4df9&chksm=fc55d793cb225e85f30540d0ff91a0630f7ce
386bd9133431e2d1abb7d785c8cbc1320258ab0&mpshare=1&scene=1&srcid=0509Gy6LeeZ
sUqWuAs9W8g8P&pass_ticket=zss%2BAZfehh2MWdVfKqGWS7yw4rh2MJr38lJ%2B%2
BwAsC76PfpYcCRE4qbOLqQ7FOnvS#rd
3. "A beautiful village in the Netherlands | In Giethoorn, called the Dutch Venice,
experience a different kind of life with ships as the main mode of transportation
(荷兰美丽乡村丨人称荷兰威尼斯的羊角村，体验以船为主要交通方式的别样生
活)
https://mp.weixin.qq.com/s?__biz=Mzg2MTAxNDM5Nw==&mid=2247486804&idx=1&sn
=34df6b2d79a4798cda3372e8e28f66a8&chksm=ce1cdd46f96b5450edfc11ea8f86a586c7f0a
925de67a7dde77b27f20b1b2e068d88ce469873&mpshare=1&scene=1&srcid=0509dyo0LgB
44ZHpGRv2T5no&pass_ticket=zss%2BAZfehh2MWdVfKqGWS7yw4rh2MJr38lJ%2B%2
BwAsC76PfpYcCRE4qbOLqQ7FOnvS#rd
4. "The Dutch Giethoorn, without tulips and windmills, why is it famous all over the
world?" (荷兰羊角村，没有郁金香和风车，是凭什么闻名全世界?)

https://mp.weixin.qq.com/s?__biz=MzI0NTQ0MTMwNw==&mid=2247487001&idx=6&sn
=169ba792e2ad11a7bef1f7850528bcb6&chksm=e94f386dde38b17b63d1925e26fae705b533
4aef7e2b8c6eac6b46e14cb66d8ae3ee97c45c40&mpshare=1&scene=1&srcid=0509Dx4m1qy
StOdPTNhso9nc&pass_ticket=zss%2BAZfehh2MWdVfKqGWS7yw4rh2MJr38lJ%2B%2B
wAsC76PfpYcCRE4qbOLqQ7FOnvS#rd
5. "The Dutch village of Giethoorn, the paradise where the highway has not been
repaired in 700 years" (荷兰羊角村，700年来不修公路的世外桃源)
https://mp.weixin.qq.com/s?__biz=MzUzNzkzMTc4OA==&mid=2247483780&idx=1&sn=e
2f1e8ad9aa8c550d4c0f533beed3ec4&chksm=fade38e7cda9b1f18f2f9a9cc4a77335f672832ef
53611f073a368de02d84bd8615017f29c7b&mpshare=1&scene=1&srcid=05099Pswms4yxW
HyJPkJtISa&pass_ticket=zss%2BAZfehh2MWdVfKqGWS7yw4rh2MJr38lJ%2B%2BwAsC
76PfpYcCRE4qbOLqQ7FOnvS#rd
6. "The Dutch Giethoorn, it's irrationally beautiful! (荷兰羊角村，好看得不讲道理!)
https://mp.weixin.qq.com/s?__biz=MzA3NTkzNTg0NA==&mid=2649856771&idx=1&sn=f
7c7c80b4e8e08ef78eda569c07b9692&chksm=876dc208b01a4b1e3d18c5afdae9efd82c3eaa9
359f46f8232bff767f7fe2f580ce70c4c0306&mpshare=1&scene=1&srcid=0509g8S3Fg3Amp
dspn7Ampiz&pass_ticket=zss%2BAZfehh2MWdVfKqGWS7yw4rh2MJr38lJ%2B%2BwAs
C76PfpYcCRE4qbOLqQ7FOnvS#rd
7. "Sunny travel notes | Experience the Dutch Giethoorn in person, where life is like an
oil-painting, extremely beautiful" (晒游记 | 亲测荷兰羊角村，活在油画里，美哭)
https://mp.weixin.qq.com/s?__biz=MjM5MTUzNTk4MA==&mid=2652045067&idx=1&sn
=eef0ff3fbaf8a0f13f14482a501db1f3&chksm=bd5259088a25d01edee3ec4fa39047ef5fa7471
6f6ad8296d077363dce7231d6e06cdc771df0&mpshare=1&scene=1&srcid=0509dM2YRXTo
k8L8hBg5ruk0&pass_ticket=zss%2BAZfehh2MWdVfKqGWS7yw4rh2MJr38lJ%2B%2Bw
AsC76PfpYcCRE4qbOLqQ7FOnvS#rd
8. "The Dutch Giethoorn | Complete your childhood fantasy"
(荷兰羊角村|成全儿时的幻想)
https://mp.weixin.qq.com/s?__biz=MzIwODYxNzI1MQ==&mid=2247484637&idx=1&sn=
6521a0d4a28f716bb6245c596a9c0a35&chksm=97012e91a076a787ee6d3f83be0966a33b4d1
8923b8019b46296e80b0ab8baa37176382d62b7&mpshare=1&scene=1&srcid=0402yvZSbpx

5MGv74Vc7PY2W&pass_ticket=u0fuwUIUuN2YwgU2jDc9MAUeQeo%2FnFmyYtgqIOS
Qjz2IDB61HNxvg4xgEPopAjMs#rd
9. "Giethoorn, strayed into the depths of fairy tales" (羊角村，误入童话深处)
https://mp.weixin.qq.com/s?__biz=MzU1NzU5MzA4MQ==&mid=2247488068&idx=1&sn
=4fc20d182cd0b359e22f222e59d4b5d1&chksm=fc322ad2cb45a3c43b8008920560cf44ea9d
d63f586ac42b9ea5827115855aa96f1e4f63d4a4&mpshare=1&scene=1&srcid=0402IzejEwr1
epLxEca67JZt&pass_ticket=zPZ10dsLkpXlnd05k2LD%2Fad2e6XYVtG7m7z7KGpj%2Bp
Bpm%2FLhmN9q0wKbjpm%2Ft4Kk#rd
10. "The Dutch Giethoorn – A paradise" (荷兰羊角村 世外又桃源... )
https://mp.weixin.qq.com/s?__biz=MzAxMzUxMjg3Mw==&mid=2653598240&idx=1&sn=
8cc9baca449c5844d87c2ac6694065f5&chksm=807f6be6b708e2f0cacbb204b683e60abed020
5731832b84bdaa68de1b1702c0017864fc333e&mpshare=1&scene=1&srcid=0402XB4jKQ0
SjvWw06zpoGbn&pass_ticket=efLs7A518y1xwkFa%2Fw6jlMZWxuK%2Bl2gxt2Lp9yRYy
xqT0ZVkQ9LGBxqpsytqwSaq#rd
11. "Episode 30: In the Dutch village of Giethoorn, what I saw was not only the scenery"
(30 集：在荷兰羊角村，我看到的不仅是景色)
https://mp.weixin.qq.com/s/mYroMYBtilGAwpbLYfCG6w
12. "The Netherlands | Giethoorn is so beautiful, it is waiting for you to come!" (荷兰 |
羊角村美成这样了，就等你来！)
https://mp.weixin.qq.com/s?__biz=MzAwNTAxMzgzMQ==&mid=2651273698&idx=1&sn
=f6297cbcfadc0047f1e01c45fafce58b&chksm=80d0b1cab7a738dc5d86f2ed3ee9486846d38a
1cd56213d438d74011480c9b69dec7fa202bfa&mpshare=1&scene=1&srcid=04029ADQVu
WocyYKsv8gEeRF&pass_ticket=efLs7A518y1xwkFa%2Fw6jlMZWxuK%2Bl2gxt2Lp9yR
YyxqT0ZVkQ9LGBxqpsytqwSaq#rd
13. "The Netherlands | Giethoorn, strayed into the depths of fairy tales" 荷兰｜羊角村
误入童话深处
https://mp.weixin.qq.com/s?__biz=MjM5MjA2NDUwOQ==&mid=2650519158&idx=1&sn
=e7da098978e83d8e33296c48999660ca&chksm=bea4e0e489d369f22dbe49895b0acc1686bb
b5bea76e2dc6a62325541dcaa9a86c7309dad465&mpshare=1&scene=1&srcid=04026LwcH1

spRKfq6Ua7fW3V&pass_ticket=efLs7A518y1xwkFa%2Fw6jlMZWxuK%2Bl2gxt2Lp9yR
YyxqT0ZVkQ9LGBxqpsytqwSaq#rd
14. "The Dutch village of Giethoorn – with directions on how to travel there yourself ~"
(荷兰羊角村自由行攻略奉上~ )
https://mp.weixin.qq.com/s?__biz=MzIwMzQwOTg1NQ==&mid=2247492650&idx=1&sn=
c1a948fc78c96e9990a156f29ee0ad3f&chksm=96cd74faa1bafdeccf6659cedb76c1abae4cc6d2
16d0f1b8ccce79b157ec0ede1e74c458afbf&mpshare=1&scene=1&srcid=04021U6okjZYcjy
DEhQcTGQd&pass_ticket=efLs7A518y1xwkFa%2Fw6jlMZWxuK%2Bl2gxt2Lp9yRYyxqT
0ZVkQ9LGBxqpsytqwSaq#rd
15. "In the Netherlands there is Giethoorn, called "Green Venice"
(荷兰有个荷兰羊角村，被称为"绿色威尼斯")
https://mp.weixin.qq.com/s?__biz=MjM5OTA1MzkwMA==&mid=2651438397&idx=1&sn
=f87df6270882c0f0fbc7620db6903042&chksm=bd3c421e8a4bcb08394b98525ce2785e327d
52a8059ae29e4ecbfb2c9b78abcd591449818e8c&mpshare=1&scene=1&srcid=0402ORKyK
m3QUiib1UWGlR3l&pass_ticket=efLs7A518y1xwkFa%2Fw6jlMZWxuK%2Bl2gxt2Lp9yR
YyxqT0ZVkQ9LGBxqpsytqwSaq#rd
16. "If you can only choose one destination in the Netherlands, it should be Giethoorn"
(如果去荷兰只能选一个目的地的话，那就选羊角村吧)
https://mp.weixin.qq.com/s?__biz=MjM5NjAwNTM2MA==&mid=2651075865&idx=1&sn
=3d3f573131acacabd3fdd499efbed439&chksm=bd1f41868a68c8909adc0e3d4c0cec1f60e6e
5576e68793278bdebb8c8aedb568c51cbed0d36&mpshare=1&scene=1&srcid=0402zauuxq7
QlWMkIeJmNuqN&pass_ticket=efLs7A518y1xwkFa%2Fw6jlMZWxuK%2Bl2gxt2Lp9yR
YyxqT0ZVkQ9LGBxqpsytqwSaq#rd
17. " Giethoorn, the Netherlands: A world of oil painting actually exists"
(荷兰羊角村：油画世界竟然真实存在)
https://mp.weixin.qq.com/s?__biz=Mzg2OTA3NDI2NA==&mid=2247483677&idx=1&sn=
20c98e222822841a8a1a3a233dea21da&chksm=cea3d52af9d45c3c03e344a296a525c004109
c2cfe1cda70de034e6f65a1102e3edf7b3237b1&mpshare=1&scene=1&srcid=04020ZbEwtc1
GbjfEe28aAIy&pass_ticket=efLs7A518y1xwkFa%2Fw6jlMZWxuK%2Bl2gxt2Lp9yRYyxq
T0ZVkQ9LGBxqpsytqwSaq#rd

18. "A real paradise. The Dutch Giethoorn" (真正的世外桃源.荷兰羊角村)
https://mp.weixin.qq.com/s?__biz=MzA4MzE4NzIzNQ==&mid=2649797287&idx=1&sn=4
25b34eb959883b62284b89968b81af1&mpshare=1&scene=1&srcid=0510GZsKVH950e1Y
MuLSbUjI&pass_ticket=htQpLVDieV%2F9B1nkbgHDSTUcjrkcBBhGMs%2B39e6m7Tuj
M7aKGhmpUM1rU%2BgZ6E8Y#rd
19. "The Dutch Giethoorn, a small town where the highway has not been repaired in 700
years" (荷兰羊角村，一个700多年不修公路小镇)
https://mp.weixin.qq.com/s?__biz=MzAwNDU2OTUyMQ==&mid=2650450658&idx=3&sn
=1aca85003086a64e3285e022fa5552de&pass_ticket=htQpLVDieV%2F9B1nkbgHDSTUcjr
kcBBhGMs%2B39e6m7TujM7aKGhmpUM1rU%2BgZ6E8Y
20. "The Dutch Giethoorn, a poetic little village without any roads" (荷兰羊角村
没有路的诗意小村庄)
https://mp.weixin.qq.com/s?__biz=MzAwOTc5NjAxNw==&mid=402730958&idx=1&sn=b
95b04d6b2df0d62257028a3e86c7f72&chksm=06afaf1031d826069277d9ed6f93d70527f9f91
114e05815cc7b023a8239658cfad0802e8553&mpshare=1&scene=1&srcid=0510Rx3InKmw
hOm35sMWhqzh&pass_ticket=htQpLVDieV%2F9B1nkbgHDSTUcjrkcBBhGMs%2B39e6
m7TujM7aKGhmpUM1rU%2BgZ6E8Y#rd
21. "The Dutch Giethoorn: Whether in heavy or light make-up, it's always charming"
[reference to a poem from the Song dynastie] (荷兰羊角村，浓妆淡抹总相宜)
https://mp.weixin.qq.com/s?__biz=MzA4ODA0MTc1MA==&mid=2651608104&idx=1&sn
=0a0607fc3ca8ea58c0c0cbd011a67646&chksm=8bc8c451bcbf4d470e9b62c554b5c650391c
990b2f5546e97821ffcd55ad816244471ea98449&mpshare=1&scene=1&srcid=05101ogqlqjL
XRyEi8BGnGdI&pass_ticket=htQpLVDieV%2F9B1nkbgHDSTUcjrkcBBhGMs%2B39e6m
7TujM7aKGhmpUM1rU%2BgZ6E8Y#rd
22. "The Dutch Giethoorn takes us into the world of fairy tales"
(荷蘭羊角村帶我們進入童話世界)
https://mp.weixin.qq.com/s?__biz=MzUyNDA2NDA5MQ==&mid=2247483670&idx=1&sn
=cca294bb725bbc5fd6a161a65e289cbc&chksm=fa324522cd45cc34dc136fe47bccfc97a9b67
04f8e744378aaf672fdb6e4cfb9e6437659d2ed&mpshare=1&scene=1&srcid=0510fDyuPcNK

OqPnkHJumkN1&pass_ticket=htQpLVDieV%2F9B1nkbgHDSTUcjrkcBBhGMs%2B39e6
m7TujM7aKGhmpUM1rU%2BgZ6E8Y#rd
23. "Giethoorn, the Netherlands – A gentle old dream of hundreds years old"
(荷兰羊角村——百年时光里的温柔旧梦)
https://mp.weixin.qq.com/s?__biz=MzAxMDI1NjMwNw==&mid=2650712209&idx=3&sn=
f0a4b55439ec2c8c61a3d1735c3686ce&mpshare=1&scene=1&srcid=0510gUXS2W4ahcKA
mtIXaTpM&pass_ticket=htQpLVDieV%2F9B1nkbgHDSTUcjrkcBBhGMs%2B39e6m7Tuj
M7aKGhmpUM1rU%2BgZ6E8Y#rd
24. "The Dutch Giethoorn – One of the most beautiful towns in the world, a travelogue"
(Giethoorn荷兰羊角村——世界最美的小镇之一，游记)
https://mp.weixin.qq.com/s?__biz=MzA5NzAzOTA5NA==&mid=209265814&idx=1&sn=a
1e80c327e85097cdceb92b2a4272721&mpshare=1&scene=1&srcid=0510XFpl6DTVviKTsI
b7hvA1&pass_ticket=htQpLVDieV%2F9B1nkbgHDSTUcjrkcBBhGMs%2B39e6m7TujM7
aKGhmpUM1rU%2BgZ6E8Y#rd
25. "A uniquely beautiful fairy tale water town – The Dutch Giethoorn"
(绝美童话水乡—荷兰羊角村)
https://mp.weixin.qq.com/s?__biz=MzIwNzEwODE3Mw==&mid=403152343&idx=2&sn=1
55053ca9d9b032b967179bf7e597930&mpshare=1&scene=1&srcid=0510ECpgRWq2Cmk0I
Y82M2lM&pass_ticket=htQpLVDieV%2F9B1nkbgHDSTUcjrkcBBhGMs%2B39e6m7Tuj
M7aKGhmpUM1rU%2BgZ6E8Y#rd
26. "The Dutch Giethoorn: A small water world that's more of a fairy tale town than
Venice" (荷兰羊角村：一个比威尼斯更像童话小镇的水上世界)
https://mp.weixin.qq.com/s?__biz=MzUzODQzNzQ1Mg==&mid=2247483758&idx=1&sn=
736df1f35f03826b1608d919a2c5592c&chksm=fad6f34dcda17a5bc3ef37516f50564a3782d9
98c37ce291b26f8ce63164f75e79a80fbea73a&mpshare=1&scene=1&srcid=0510JFs9O3ag8j
LRPgvRXO4A&pass_ticket=htQpLVDieV%2F9B1nkbgHDSTUcjrkcBBhGMs%2B39e6m7
TujM7aKGhmpUM1rU%2BgZ6E8Y#rd
27. "The garden village - The Dutch Giethoorn" (花园之村——荷兰羊角村)

https://mp.weixin.qq.com/s?__biz=MzA4OTE1MjM5NQ==&mid=2649655943&idx=4&sn=
ea76cc69091a6a1dabeebc90911aa657&mpshare=1&scene=1&srcid=05102LMmkwhYLx6fg
Rw4pf0l&pass_ticket=htQpLVDieV%2F9B1nkbgHDSTUcjrkcBBhGMs%2B39e6m7TujM7
aKGhmpUM1rU%2BgZ6E8Y#rd
28. "Rippling in the quiet - Dutch Giethoorn (2016 Dutch self-driving tour)"
(在静谧中荡漾—荷兰羊角村（2016荷兰自驾之旅))
https://mp.weixin.qq.com/s?__biz=MzI1OTA0NjcxNg==&mid=2649263162&idx=1&sn=7a
f03e831e3873982a7499da3b23bdf8&mpshare=1&scene=1&srcid=0510s0cXaRBj61y3QWp
sYbMI&pass_ticket=htQpLVDieV%2F9B1nkbgHDSTUcjrkcBBhGMs%2B39e6m7TujM7a
KGhmpUM1rU%2BgZ6E8Y#rd
29. "A calming trip in the village of Giethoorn, the Netherlands"
(荷兰羊角村，来一场慢悠悠的旅行)
https://mp.weixin.qq.com/s?__biz=MzA4NTk5MjY1MA==&mid=2649316914&idx=1&sn=
be3b7a069791f028731c209d00528714&chksm=87d28b97b0a50281c0d3614392485b760b44
389922df03fa29809e56b3dfe94fe8af0e37e995&mpshare=1&scene=1&srcid=0510xf6y6XD
4tZQXnKByp5sw&pass_ticket=htQpLVDieV%2F9B1nkbgHDSTUcjrkcBBhGMs%2B39e6
m7TujM7aKGhmpUM1rU%2BgZ6E8Y#rd
30. "The fairy tale "Venice of the Netherlands" - Giethoorn!" (童话般的“荷兰威尼斯”-羊角村!)
https://mp.weixin.qq.com/s?__biz=MzIzMTY5ODgyNQ==&mid=2247483723&idx=1&sn=
631ce926009d00ac5fef4724c7ab0846&chksm=e8a179addfd6f0bb5c271b445ea81cdba21415
cb087d8045a1976c338c99b80fa66dd94c75df&mpshare=1&scene=1&srcid=0510SqfIzpnDy
00HpTyAyD7G&pass_ticket=Axg7RkxnPJJscflsUYQ7qEcibE8iz34GRVtn4eFtri1noLNIoz
PEg7tL88LRiLE5#rd
31. "Due to the dissatisfaction about Chinese tourists in the Dutch Giethoorn village, the
government actually sent a neighborhood committee official!"
(因荷兰羊角村不满中国游客扰民，政府居然派了一位居委会大叔!)
https://mp.weixin.qq.com/s?__biz=MzA4Njk2NTE5MQ==&mid=2649985415&idx=1&sn=a
c47aef21e9e07d4637c5704f51dfd08&chksm=87c79f2fb0b01639ac7a5fbef8ae41c32e6ac296
1008937968532fbcb46d9cb41987cc2d0bb9&mpshare=1&scene=1&srcid=0510qeZdzgMe1F

I90AlMVlQO&pass_ticket=Axg7RkxnPJJscflsUYQ7qEcibE8iz34GRVtn4eFtri1noLNIozPE
g7tL88LRiLE5#rd

